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FOREWORD

The Feasibility Study and Demonstration of Nitrogen Generation for Fuel

Tank Inerting Program was conducted by AiResearch Manufacturing Company of

California, a division of The Garrett Corporation under the U.S. Department of

Transportation Contract No. DOT FA72WA-3140. The work was sponsored by the

Federal Aviation Administration's Systems Research and Development Service,

Crashworthiness Section under the direction of Mr. Thomas G. Horeff, Section

Chief. During the performance period of the contract, Navy Commanders William

McAdoo and Joseph Shea acted as contract technical monitors for the FAA.

The contractual period was from July 1972 through June 1974. The principal

investigator for AiResearch was Mr. Scott A. Manatt of the Aerospace Systems

Department under a section managed by Mr. Joseph M. Ruder. Significant

contributions were also made by Mr. Christopher Gibson - materials, Mr. Kim

Linnett - design analysis, and Dr. Harold Strumpf - data analysis, all of

AiResearch. McDonnell-Douglas was extremely helpful in supplying the infor-

mation and schematics defining the features of the DC-IO airplane.

The program was conducted in two phases. The first phase, started in July

1972, consisted of an analytical evaluation of various inert gas generation

concepts to be used as a part of an airborne fuel tank inerting system. This

phase concluded in an interim presentation given by AiResearch personnel in

April 1973. The second phase of the program was chiefly concerned with experi-

mental evaluation and further assessment of the hollow fiber permeable membrane

air separation concept, identified during the first phase program. This

report presents a summation and compilation of both phases of the program.

All work reported was performed at the AiResearch facility in Torrance,

California, with the exception of the membrane fiber manufacture and test mod-

ule fabrication. This activity was subcontracted to Dow Chemical, USA, and

accomplished in Dow's Walnut Creek, Californ;a facilities to AiResearch's

specifications.

This final report has been assigned AiRe3earch report No. 74-10261.
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SECTION 1

I NTRODUCT I C N

This final report is a summary of the work conducted under Federal

Aviation Administration contract DOT FA72WA-314O by the AiResearch Manufacturing

Company of California, a Division of The Garrett Corporation, during the period

of contract performance from July 19-2 through June 1974. The program was con-

ducted under the technical direction of the Crashworthiness Section of the

Research and Development Service of the Federal Aviation Administration.

PROGRAM BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE

A potential hazard exists due to the susceptibility of aircraft fuel tanks

and vent systems to overpressure and subsequent explosion induced by the igni-

tion of flammable fuel air mixtures in these zones. The combination of atmos-

pheric environment and turbine engine fuel properties in current transport

aircraft expose the aircraft to this danger. It is the evaluation of the

feasibility of onboard inert gas generation as a method of eliminating this

exposure to which the program addresses itself.

Data collected by FAA, and others, indicate that numerous aircraft explo-

sions have occurred due to ignition of the flammable mixture within the fuel

tanks and vent systems of commercial aircraft causing extensive damage, loss

of eqLipment, and causing injury and death to the aircraft passengers and crew.

Following data evaluation by the FAA-Industry Advisory Committee, it was con-

cluded that fuel systems fires and explosions were primarily caused or aggra-

vated oy electrostatic discharge during refueling, penetration of the fuel

tank resulting from engine failure where hot parts caused ignitio , lightning

strokes on the aircraft skin, and impact-survivable crashes where resultant

fires spread or caused wing explosions prohibiting aircraft evacuation prior

to the occurrence of intense heat and the generation of toxic combustion pro-

ducts.

Evaluation of a number of means of eliminating or substantially reducing

this hazard has been explored with various degrees of success. Of these, two

types of systems have been identified which are felt to offer the most promise

for eventual adoption by commercial transport operators. The first of these

techniques is flame suppression exemplified by reticulated foam filled fuel

tanks and by flame extinguishment systems using a stored material such as

I-I



bromotrifloromethane rapidly disbursed upon flame detection. The second

technique, with perhaps the widest potential application to transport air-

craft, is to provide a nonflammable ullage and vent mixture which will not

allow ignition to occur. Since the system to control the mixture in the ullage

and' vent spaces has little or no lat4tude in adjusting the fuel vapor concen-

tration, such systems have been principally directed toward reduction of the

oxidizer concentration. With air, this is accomplished by replacing the air

with an inert gas. While both carbon dioxide and nitrogen gas have been

successfully utilized as the inert gas, logistics and economics have tended

to favor nitrogen gas. Since this concept requires the delivery of a con-

siderable quantity of nitrogen, its storage has been found to be at a con-

siderable expense of weight and volume. Systems demonstrated for aircraft use

have tended to store the nitrogen gas as a liquid to reduce these penalties.

While nitrogen fuel tank inerting offers perhaps the optimum performance

solution for explosion prevention in the ullage and fuel vent spaces, the

storage of inert gas entails considerable penalties. These penalties of weight,

volume, logistics of resupply, additional vehicles required during aircraft

turn-around, operating costs, cryogenic equipment related maintenance train-

ing, and operational flexibility constraints are undesirable from the opera-

tor's point of view.

The purpose of this study and demonstration has been the evaluation of

alternatives to the storage of nitrogen by utilization of the vast reservoir

of nitrogen gas, which constitutes almost eighty percent of the air through

which the aircraft operates. This requires the elimination of oxygen from

that air. Studies conducted under government sponsorship, both military and

civilian, have concluded that complete elimination of oxygen is not required

to maintain a nonflammable mixture for current turbine fuels and potential

ignition sources. These studies vary somewhat in the evaluation of the mini-

mum allowable oxygen concentration, but generally fell into a range of 10-12

percent oxygen by volume required for ignition at optimum fuel vapor concen-

trations. ''2'3 Thus, a system to remove about 50 percent of the oxygen in air

S. V. Zinn Jr., Inerted Fuel Tank Oxygen Concentration Requirements, Federai
Aviation Administration, Interim Report FAA-RD-71-42, August 1971

2 P. B. Stewart and E. S. Starkman, Inerting Conditions for Aircraft Fuel Tanks,

WADC Technical Report 55-418, University of California, September 1955
3 M. G. Zabetakis, Flammability Characteristic! of Combustible Gases and Vapors,

Bureau of Mines Bulletin 627, U.S. Department of the Interior
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could be utilized in place of the cumbersome liquid nitrogen storage vessels as

a source of inert gas. The purpose of this program, then, is the detail

evaluation of these inert gas generators (IGG). For the purpose of this study,

a maximum oxygen concentration of 9 percent has been established as the limit-

inq criteria. The successful development of a nitrogen fuel tank inerting

system based on the IGG concept will greatly increase the overall acceptability

by potential users due to significant reduction in the penalties delineated

above.

SUMMARY

The program has been organized into two phases. The first phase con-

sisted of evaluation of alternative IGG concepts capable of airborne genera-

tion of inert gas. In order to make a realistic comparison of various potential

IGG subsystems which are basically dependent upon a wide variety of other

available aircraft services and requirements, it was necessary to select a

representative aircraft as a common denominator. The DC-1O, series 10, of

the American Airlines configuration was selected for the study. The DC-10

is representative of today's fleets of wide bodied jet transport aircraft

and has enabled the study to continue with a meaningful common baseline.

The seiection of this representative aircraft allows the report to con-

sider significant parameters above and beyond the basic operating character-

istics of the various IGG concepts; specifically, the integration of the

system into the airframe and the consideration of the system's interface with

other aircraft systems. The phase I study included aircraft integration

studies and several trFps to actual operational aircraft in the field to

observe the functioning and fueling operation and the structure and system

layout aboard the DC-IO.

From the flight data published by McDonnell-Douglas', actual DC-10 ground

and flight profiles were examined. Also from this data, a hypothetical mission

profile was evaluated to represent the worst case demands on a fuel tank inerting

system. This profile included three different descent profiles including the

emergency descent mission, a cont;ngency for aircraft depressurization at high

altitude. Each of the candidate IGG systems was then evaluated against this

design profile for the DC-I0.

4 DC-tO Flight Crew Operating Manual, Reference and Performance CAI-52, Vol. 2
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Of the possible means of generating inert gas originally screened, five

were considered for detailed Phase 1 analyses. These were; (1) the separatiou

of air by hollow fiber permeable membranes; (2) the catalytic combustion of

oxygen from air using aircraft fuel; (3) air rectification (that is, the liquifi-

cation and separation of air); (4) ptiysical sorption cf oxygen frcwn air using

molecular sieve materials and (5) chemical sorption of oxygen from air using a

chemical developed for the oxygen concentrator work being done for aviator

breathing oxygen. Several of these concepts have shown a potential for operation

at a fraction of the weight of liquid nitrogen systems; two were judged to

warrant further consideration at this time. These were the catalytic com-

bustion of oxygen from air, a concept under which considerable activity sponsored

by the Air Force Aero Propulsion Lab, has already taken place, and, secondly,

the separation of air by hollow fiber permeable membranes.

Although activity continues at a high level on the catalytic combustion

process under Air Force sponsorship, the possibility of a permeable membrane

system of competing size and weight was identified. The membrane system offers

additional potential advantages since it does not represent an additional fire

zone aboard the aircraft and since no potentially troublesome combustion products

are generated which can be accummulated in the fuel tanks. For these reasons,

it was recommended that the permeable membrane air separation process offered

an extremely high potential return and should be investigated further in the

Phase 2 program. The Phase 2 program consisted of a more detailed investigation

of the requirements and system for a hollow fiber permeab~e membrane air separa-

tion IGG subsystem and included successful laboratory demonstration. All com-

ponents of the inerting system were carefully examined and those components not

normally a part of transport category aircraft 'yiLems were investigated. This

included filtering devices required to establish bleed air sufficiently free of

particulant matter to prevent clogging of the hollow fibers, detail investigation

of the fibers, and the fiber ai.- separation modules themselves. The program

included the actual development of a fiber of the material and geometry selected

in the Phase I study. A fiber of sufficient uniformity was developed which was

then integrated into test modules. Two different modules were built for the

program. The first test unit, the small scale spiral wrap module was built for

normal laboratory resuarch activity. This unit was evaluated in the laboratory

I-4
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for preliminary values of apparent permeability coefficient, that property which

describes the ability of the permeable membranes to transfer the oxygen and

nitrogen constituant components of air. The small scale module was subjected

to a one-thousand hour continuous testing period in which the unit was operated

to produce an outlet process gas concentration of approximately 8 perce .t oxygen.

At nominal 250 hour intervals, the output flow rate was varied throughout the

test range and data recorded. Data taken during each of the five performance

checks was then compared No trend towards degradation was noted for any of the

five sets of data points. In additior, this data was compared with predicted

values using a computer analysis developed at AiResearch. Very close correla-

tion was achieved.

The second module supplied, the large scale parallel fiber module, was

constructed with approximately 2600 square feet of mean surface area. This

unit, capable of withstanding representative test pressures, was tested in

the laboratory for a period of several months. Data recorded using this test

unit clearly indicated the ability of the permeable membrane IGG concept to

separate air and to reduce oxygen concentration below the 9 percent limit.

The module was tested throughout a broad range of operating temperatures from

0 to 1600 F. In addition to air separation performance, the unit was used to

evaluate basic permeability data. Computer predictions based upon this basic

data closely correlated with actual measured air separation performance

throughout the temperature range using experimentally determined apparent

permeability coefficients.

Phase 2 activity considered a representative membrane IGG fuel tank

inerting system for DC-10 design. The preliminary design presented shows the

application of the hollow fiber permeable membrane separation IGG to a fuel

tank inerting system including controls. A cost of ownership study has been

conducted upon this design and the data is presented herein as a projection of

actual costs associated with initial acquisition, maintenance and ope.-ation.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the work covered by this report, and from the previous work of

other investigators on earlier fuel tank inerting related programs, the con-

clusions of Section 5 were established.
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As a r,,ult of the successful feasibility study and demonstration reported

herein, the followig conclusions were drawn:

* The use of nitrogen gas to replace air in fuel tank ullage and vent

.systems is an attractive means of fuel related explosion suppression.

0 The application requires a considerable quantity of inert gas to

provide rekressurization and reasonable safety margin.

0 One means of somewhat reducing the weight and volume penalty

associated with inert gas storage is the use of LN2, aithough at

certain expense to airline operations.

0 The complete elimination of oxygen is not required to maintain a

non-flammable ullage and vent system; a limit of 9% oxygen allows a

sufficient safety margin even at optimum fuel vapor concentrations.

0 The feasibility of systems capable of generating a product from air

having less than 9% oxygen has been successfully demonstrated both

analytically and in the laboratory.

0 The development of such a system, using hollow fiber permeable

membrane technology for air separation, appears very attractive

to commercial transport operations due to low operating penalties

and a low projected cost of ownership.

0 Using hollow fiber permeable membrane air separation, a preiminary

design for an inert gas generation (IGG) fuel tank inerting system

for a DC-10 has been completed. The total estimated fuel tan'.

inerting system weight is 320 lb.

a The feasibility study indicates further development may even reduce

the membrane air separator module :eoalties below current estimates,

which are a fraction of those for LN. systems.

* 1000 hours of simulated operation has been performed without any

degradation of performance.

* Module repair feasibility has bten demonstrated.

1-6
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SECTION 2

INERT GAS GENERATION SUBSYSTEM TRADEOFFS

Fuel tank explosion prevention systems of several different types have

been evaluated and experimentally demonstrated. While nitrogen fuel tank

inerting systems which maintain a nonflamable gas in the fuel tank vapor and

vent spaces offers attractive protection for transport aircraft, the approach

of on-board storage of the large quantities of nitrogen required has led to the

selection of cryogenic storage for reduction of weight and volume. Still, the

penalties of weight, volume and unfamiliar maintenance and servicit9 require-

ments as well as the complications of regular seivicirng requirements have

reduced the attractiveness of nitrogen fuel tank inerting to potential users.

Phase I of the program to study and demonstrate the feasibility of on-

"*I board inert gas generation (IGG) systems as an alternate to liquid nitrogen

storage, has considered several approaches ;nd evaluated their feasibility

for application to a typical aircraft installation. This section discusses

the Phase I evaluation of candidate IGG subsystems for the DC-1O aircraft.

DESIGN BASELINE

For the purposes of limiting the number of subsystem trade studies,

selection of a baseline aircraft is presented in order to provide a common

comparison between candidate IGG conceptL. Following selection of a baseline

system, various flight profiles for the baseline design are analyzed to deter-

mine ullage gas requirements for all modes of operation.

Selection of the DC-10 Aircraft

The DC-1O, Series 10, of the American Airlines configuration was chosen as

a baseline for the IGG subsystem tradeoff study. The OC-1O has been selected

for two basic reasons: (1) a common denominator is required it, order to make

meaningful comparison, and (2) the comparison should be realistic in terms of

the current wide-body jet-type application. To this end, the DC-1O has been

E.P. Klueg, W.C. McAdoo and W.E. Neese, Performan.ce of a DC-9 Aircraft

Liquid Nitrogen Fuel Tank Irterting System, Federal Aviation Administratiun,
Final Report FAA-RD-72-53, August 1972
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selected as a typical aircraft and is a potential candidate for application r
and is used for the design baseline for the IGG subsystem comparison presented

In this report.

General data for the DC-1O baseline aircraft which have been used for

this dnalysis are found In Tabie 2-1.

TABLE 2-1

DC-10 PERFORMANCE AND DESIGN DATA

Parameter Assumed Value

Maximum Take-off Weight 430,000 lb

Maximum Operation Altitude 42,000 ft

Maximum Descent Rate 8100 fpm to 25,000 ft

6100 fpm to 15,000 ft

Propulsion 3 General 1-lectric

Turbofan (76-61)

Primary Fuel ASTM-D I05-65T
(Jet A a-d Ai)

For the purposes of this study, the fuel tank capicity, although subject

to some variation, can be summarized in Figure 2-I. The fuel compartments are

divided into six elements, two associated with each of the propulsion engines.

The fuel tanks combined volume used in this !tudy was slightly less than

3,000 cubic feet.

Fuel Tank Inert Gas Requirements

Basic inert gas consumption can oe categor;zed by several uses, that is,

volune repressurization due to pressure change such as occurs in aircraft

descent, fuel consumption volume replaceiment, and miscellaneous applications

such as ullage sweeps, control requirements, and so forth. in addition, small

consumption rates may be associated with the ullagf gas tenperature decrease

and resultant "ncrease in ullage gas density. The resultant inert gas fuel

tank inflow rate car. be surinarized by the followinq equation.
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dw 1 V " ap u/
:t R u + at u at +

dwwhere: dt-= Inert gas demand rate

R = inert gas constant

Tu = ullage gas temperature

P = ullage gas pressure

Vu = ullage gas volume

Ws = ullage sweep rate

t = time

This general inflow equation shows that inert gas demand rate is directly

Proportional to the rate of volumetric replacement (fuel usage) and to the

rate of pressure increase (descent repressurization), plus miscellaneous uses.

An evaluation of aircraft operation reveals that repressurization upon descent

is by far the largest source of inert gas consumption. At any given condition,

this rate is proportional to the altitude (pressure), the volume of ullage

being repressurized and the descent rate.

One additional consideration for inert gas requirements occurs when

operationa! or ground considerations prevent the scrubbing or removal of oxygen

from fuel at the time of fueling. An alternate means of operation is to pro-

vide sufficient gas to the ullage during climbout to keeo oxygen concentra-

tions below 9 percent by volume. Since the fuel will tend to release

dissolved oxygen in proportion to the ullage pressure, the amount of oxygen

potentially evolved from fuel must be -arefully considered. Aircraft jet A

type fuel will saturate with air by 14.7 psia and 70 F with 75 ppm oxygen.

Figure 2-2 shows the cumulative amount of oxygen released per 100,0002 lb of

fuel as a function of altitude (total prc ure) arnd initial fuel air saturation

at sea level. Data is presented for fuel containing from 25 to 100 percent

air saturation indicating total oxygen released as a function of altitude.

Maximum initial fuel for the case considered is approximately 145,000 Ib,

however, during climb to altitude, some fuel is expended. This tends to

increase the ullage (accumulator) volume as well as decreasing the potential

oxygen to be released.
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Figure 2-2. Oxygen Released from Fuel During
Climb Operations

Flight Profiles

In order to consider the aire:aft requirements in term3 of inert gas gen-

eration systems, typical operation of DC-10 aircraft must be considered. A

typical basic flight operation has assumed the followiog occurrence of events:

0 Ground Operation (12 minutes)

0 Take-off

9 Enroute Climb (30 minutes)

0 Cruise (several hours)

0 Descent (30 minutes)

Evaluation of inert gas requirements for the above modes of operation

during normal flight profiles (and emergency descent operations) are found

below. These typical missions are for standard day conditions with Inert

gas inflow at 60°F. The data used ;n the evaluation of flight profile is

from the DC-10 flight crew operating manual.'
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The profile selected is t'nrealistic in terms of actual DC-l0 flight time, but

represents the most svere case for the operation of a.nitrogen fuel tank inert-

Ing system.

Althr i the assumption of slightly different fl'ight characteristics will

necessarily result in altitude and inert gas demand flow rates which deviate

from the data which follows, these values are representative of typical oper-

atiorn and most importantly, are of sufficient accuracy to establish a reason-

able base for IGG subsystem feasibility comparison.

1. Normal Flight Profiles

a. Ground Operation

The first mode of operation to be considered during the normal flight

profile is for the assumed period of ground operation. Figure 2-3

shows inert gas inflow for this period. The plot for ground opera-

tion considers sea level conditions at a weight of 420,000 lb gross

at time of takeoff. The plot shows that inflow is steady during

ground operations until the propulsion engines are throttled up to

takeoff thrust at which time a flow spike of slightly in excess of

1 lb per minute of inert c'is is required to replace fuel consumed.

Demand inflow then begins to decrease as a result of a partially

compensating pressure decrease (increase in altitude).

b. Enroute Climb

The hypothetical mission requirement then continues for the first

30 minutes of enroute climb. Aircraft operation is assumed to be

Mach 0.85 above 10,000 feet up to a gross weight limited maximum

operating altitude for the aircraft which occurs at about 33,000 feet.

Figure 2-4 lllustratos the inert gas requirements during this mode

of operation. The inflow demand can be seen to decrease as the

a;rcraft climbs with sliqht fluctuations represented by changes ;n

throttle settings and ascent rates. During the period from 10,000

feet to 33,000 feet, the inflow demand due to fuel consumption is

almost exactly counterb:,lanced by the negative effects of decreasing

pressure. As a result of tabulated input data, slight flow require-

ments were computed for altitudes betwen 25,000 and 28,000 feet.
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Figure 2-3. DC-10 Flight Profile -Ground Operation
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C. Enroute Climb and Cruise

The flight condition is continued for a hypothetical possible mission

lasting In excess of 8 hours (to near fuel exhaustion). The altitude

profile shown in Figure 2-5 illustrates continual operation at weight

limited aircraft ceiling to an assumed cruise at 41,000 feet.

45

40 
41,000 FT

35 ALTITUDE

2300

25. 
1.0

U.T 20 0.8 c

50.8 6

INFLOW u.

10 0.4

5 • 0.2 P

-J

0 0

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

TIME, HOURS

SPA 3241-18

Figure 2-5. DC-10 Flight Profile -Cruise
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d. Low Al,titude Cruise

An optional mode of operation, shown in Figure 2-6, is for cruise at

lower than ceiling altitudes. This results in increased inert gas

flow demand over high altitude operations due to: (1) increased

density of pressurizing gas, and 1(2) increased power requiremetits

by propulsion engines. The case shown in Figure 2-6 is for an

11,000 foot maximum speed cruise which results in inert gas inflow

requirements of approximately 0.4 lb per minute.

20.--... 1.0

1 - --- 0.8
24 W

,TITUDE
0 12 INFLOW 0.6 -J

00 0

I- -A

U. U.
- 0.4

44

.J 4 - 0.2 cc

0 0
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32

TIME, MINUTES

SPA 3241-19

Figure 2-6. DC-10 Flight Profile - Optional
Low Altitude Cruise
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e. Descent

Two separate descent profiles are considered for normal flight

operations. The first, and most probable operation, is a descent

over a considerable distance taking approximately 30 minutes as

shown in Figure 2-7. In order to arrive at worst case conditions,

the analysis allowed the aircraft to land with only 300 lb of fuel

remaining onboard, thereby ensuring maximum demand inflow require-

ments due to the largest possible ullage (see equation 2-1). The

steady descent rate results in increased inflow requirements as a

function of inflow gas pressure (density) which peaks at the descent

profile brea!: at approximately 2,500 feet altitude. This results in

a peak inflow demand of 11.2 lb of inert gas per minute to the fuel

ullage as seen in Figure 2-7.
44 -

40

\- J
~ ~ ~ A 8 ATITUDE

- -16
I- j
0 3 24 -

12
INFLOW

4 - - - - -00-

0--
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32

TIME, MINUTES

SPAis241.20 Figure 2-7. DC-10 Flight Profile - Long

Range Descent
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The case of a high s'peed descent has also been considered. This

descent profile results In an earlier landing due to increased

descent rates. The unique curve shows two distinct peaks, one

occurring at the break in the Initial descent rate at about

12,000 feet, and the second occurring at 2,500 feet. Again mini-

mum aircraft fuel at landing has been considered to maximize

demand flow rates. Figure 2-8 illustrates this second descent.

These two descents are representative of normal descent operations

experienced by DC-10 aircraft.

44
40 - - - - -

36Z
C1 32

28 -

i+ 024 -ALTITUDE-
-0 \--

LLU- 2

D 16--

12 INFLOW

4

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32
TIME, MINUTES

SPA 3241-21

Figure 2-8. DC-lO Flight Profile - High
Speed Descent
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2. Basic Mission Profile

The basic mission profile as shown in Figure 2-9 has been established from

the data presented above. The inert gas inflow rate curves associated with

this profile, as presented in the upper portion of the graph indicate that

both the peak rates, and the total gas requ-ired (the time integral of the

flow rate) are predominant during the descent portion of the profile. For

this reason, nitrogen fuel tank inerting systems requiring either LN2 storage

(which are total gas sensitive), or IGG systems (which are peak flow rate

sensitive), have designs strongly influenced by descent requirements.

3. Emergency Descent

One planned abnormal operating mode which can occur as a result of cabin

depressurization or other serious aircraft damage is "emergency descent". In

emergency situations such as these, the aircraft is descended at the maximum

,jtes compatible with the structural design. A rate of 8,100 feet per minute

to 25,000 feet altitude, followed by 6,100 feet per minute to 12,000 f-et alti-

tude, followed by descent in accordance with high speed descent profiles has

been assumed. The resultant inflow demand rate is shown in Figure 2-10. Three

distinct peaks in inflow demand result. The first two peaks are associated

with the rapid descent rates, and a third associated with the lower altitude

high speed descent profile. It should be noted that emergency descent pro-

files are not common occurrences. Design of IGG type systems, which, by

their nature are inflow rate sensitive, should consider the possibility of

alternate means to meet emergency descent profiles. Although alternate means

to meet emergency descent rates may require the storage of special chemicals,

rapid turnaround is not a normal requirement following the occurrance of an

event resulting in an emergency descent. The inclusion of an alternate means

of meeting the emergency descent rates has the added advantage of p -vidimig

redundancy. This may be particularly advantageous since the occurrence requir-

ing an emergency descent may involve damage to the primary IGG or to an on-

board system which provides services for the pr*mary IGG.

Installation Considerations

In order to complete a design baseline evaluation for an inert gas genera-

tion subsystem, integration of the system into the aircraft must be considered.

For any IGG inerting system, the major required elements are bleed air and j

L 2-13
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other services such as ram air, electrical power, fuel, and so forth. Besides

the IGG system and its requirements, additional system requirements for the

aircraft Itself include consideration of a fuel tank ullage demand inflow
valve, the fuel tank uflage itself, and a vent control valve placed between the

existing vent stand-pipe and the fuel tanks.. Ullage sweep control may also

be desirable for operating modes in which ground scrubbing during fueling is
not practical. in addition, emergency descent inert gas flow augmentation

may prove to be optimum from system operation and weight standpoirts. An

integrated inerting system with the above elements is shown in Figure 2-11.

Availability of bleed air and other aircraft scriices is of prime ccn-

cern in IGG selection and installation of the subsystem into the aircraft.

The logical source of pressurized air is from the ex'sting DC-1O pneumatic

system. Potential sources of air, as shown in Figure 2-12, are from each of

the three propulsion engines, from the APtJ, and from ground pneumatic connec-

tors during certain ground operations. The primary source of process air is,

of course, bleed air via the existing bleed air system as showi in Figure 2-12.
Air from the compressor storage first passes through a bleed air precooler

located in the engine nacelle to reduce temperature within the bleed air mani-

fold to a maximum of 425 F. Pressure is regulated by & pressure regulating
valve which limits pressure to a nominal 48 psig above local ambient conditions.

Pressure regulating Is controlled by the action of the high pressure bleed con-

trol valve upstream, which senses the pressure in the 16th stage of the com-

pressor. If this pressure falls below 96 psig above local ambient conditions,

high pressure bleed air is selected by this valve. When pressure at this

stage :s above 96 psig, mid stage bleed air from the eighth stage of the com-

pressor is selected.

A key consideration in the selection of an !GG is its impact on cther
airborne systems and current operating modes. A pianniple concern is the use

of bleed air. While normal aircraft operation provides a potential for the
use of considerably more bleed air than is currently required by the existing

systems, possible abnormal operat;on Pv st also be considered.

Figura 2-IP shows data from to'e U-10, Series 10, Air Conditioning and
Pneumatic Systeni Design Cont eol Ducument. The resultant unused available

bleed air for the most scvrre .ase (idle descent) at the current engine settings
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is shown for operation In accordance with the des!5,1 control document6 for both

three- and two-enginc operation. Also shown, as a typical IGG requirement, is

the bieed air required by the permeabl . membrane IGG during Idle descent at

minimum fuel loads (maximum ullage) as d!scussed previously. As can be seen,

the typical permeable membrane fuel tank ;nertig system does not require all

of the available air, even at current minimumi engine settings.

Figure 2-13 does not show the data for two-engine out operation In

accordance with FAR 121.193(c) due to the fact the required low additional

bleed requirements over 1-ECS and 2 wing anti-icing or 2-ECS, no wing anti-

icing requirement is readily supplied if the engine is not set at idle.

The physical arrangement of the DC-l0 must be considered for IGG subsystem

placement utilizing the available aircraft services. Figure 2-14 illustrates

the profile view of DC-1O. One such potential location for IGG equipment is

in the area immediately behind the No. 3 air conditioning ECS pack, just ahead

of station 595, on the right side of the nose wheel well. This unpressurized

compartment contains bleed air manifolds, ram air, electrical power, and

.,;,neral access to all aircraft services required for IGG operation (with the

exception of fuel for a catalytic combustor IGG). Its location, approximately

50 feet in front of the wing station, allov', inert gas to be ducted back to

the wing area routed par-ilel to existing bleed air pressure ducts with rE; -

lators to be located in the center accessory compartment immediately prior to

connection with the existing vent system. In the case of the catalytic co'.-

bustor, it may be desirable to locate the IGG unit within an existing fire

zone, such as the engine nacelle or within the APU area.

Location of the IGG behind the No. 3 ECS provides ready access to ram air

from ECS Pack No. 3, to bleed air from the same ECS pack, and via isolation and

check valves, potential sources of bleed air from the other two ECS packs

located on the opposite side of the nose wheel. Location in the right hand

ECS bay, behind ECS Pack No. 3, is accessible either from the existing Pack 3

access door (requires pack removal), or from a potential additional access

door similar to the access door for ECS Pack 2 located on the opposite side of

DC-10, Series 10, Air Condltioning and Pneumatic System Design Control

Document, DCD 5041B, May 17, 1971
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the fuselage. The only piece-of equipment currently protruding Into this area,

as determined by inspection of operational aircraft Is a ram air turbine which

only requires a portion of the bottom 30 inches of the.ECS bay location.

IGG access to existing bleed air and ram air ducts, required for subsystem

operation, is shown In Figure 2-15. For an ECS pack'independent system, as

discussed in this report, prime bleed air tap-off locations would be on the

engine side of all ECS isolation and flow control valves with the possibility

of multiple IGG bleed sources considered. Ram air can be taken from the

existing No. 3 pack ram ducting without impacting its operation. The relatively

small quantities of ram air required for IGG operation would tend to result in

slightly higher ECS temperatures at the same ram air door settings. This will

be compensated for by temperature sensing equipment which will increase the

ram door opening.

A secondary source of IGG bleed air is downstream of the ECS heat exchanger.

This concept utilizes the existing ECS compressor and heat exchanger making an

ECS pack dependent IGG subsystem, with a potential savings in system weight

and complexity. Although beyond the scope of this feasibility investigation,

any further studies should consider the effects of such an integration in

greater detail.

The existing ECS ram ducts are shown in Figure 2-16. The existing linkage,

ram inlet, and ram exit door can be seen In this illustration. A potential IGG

ram air source is from the aft end of the No. 3 pack ECS ducting immediately

prior to Its entry into the ram side of the ECS pack heat exchanger. An addi-

tional option, to provide more complete independence from ECS pack operations

(and potential failures) is to provide a separate ram air inlet scoop and

exhaust valve similar to those in existence for ECS pack design.

The existing fuel vent system Is schematically shown in Figure 2-17. The

system consists of vent lines passing from the outboard end of the No. 1 and

No. 3 main tanks across the fuselage and terminating in the vent box of the

opposite wing. This design provides two indepe dent vent zones with protection

against fuel spillage during aircraft ground and unusual flight operation. The

existing vent lines represent an ideal way to distribute inert gases to the

individual fuel tanks, however this will require either cross manifolding within

the fuselage area to provide inflow from a single demand valve, or alternatively,

two demand inflow valves to retain each wing as an independent vent space zone
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(lo. 2 tanks both left and right hand are part of the left wing vent space and

therefore vent to the right wing vent box).

Since IGG systems are sensitive to Inflow rate rehutremtnts, It follows

that changes In this rate will significantly affect the overall weight and
size of the IGG subsystem. This rate is strongly a function of the product of

fuel tank volume and descent rate (repressurizatioh rate), as can be seen from

equation (2-1); resultant rate changes are associated with changes of these

terms. The maximum volume of the ullage is determined by the airplane, and

the repressurization rate is a function of the flight profile. In order to

provide a system having little or no 'mpact upon current airline operations,

yet recognize potential weight savinqs associated with the selection of a

design point other than the emergency descent profile, this profile has been

singled out as a unique and unusual design point which must be met; however;

only during unusual emergency conditions. For this reason, the use of an

extinguishing agent such as Halon 1301 for this emergency descent mode only is

not inconsistent with the IGG concept of avoiding the use of storable inerting

compounds. In order to evaluate the system effects of the use of fluoro-carbon

extinguishing agents, it is necessary to evaluate their weight and effective-

ness against that achieved by use of an IGG system designed for emergency

descent conditions. It has been shown, in tests conducted by DuPont, 7
)' that

Halon 1301 offers unusual advantages as a safe and effective fire extinguishing

agent against Class A (cellulose materials), Class B (flammable liquids), and

Class C (electrical) Fires. On a weight of agent basis, Halon 1301 Is the most

effnctive gaseous extinguishing agent available. It is up to three times more

effective than carbon dioxide and most other halogenated agents; it is approxi-

mately equivalent to sodium based dry powder although somewhat less effective

! than potassium based powder. It has been shown that Halon 1301 concentrations

of 6 percent by volume are effective for extinguishing and maintaining inert

atmospheres for Class B fires. The use of Halon 1301 will, in addition to

providing protection for emergency descent conditions, also be available for

7 DuPont, "DuPont 'Freon' FE 1301 Fire Extinguishing Agent," No. B-29BS

DuPont, "Toxicology of DuPont FE 1301 Fire Extinguishing Agent," No. S35A
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system augmentation in the event of a potential failure, wherein the effective-

i iss of the IGG system is negated di'e to unusual aircraft damage or other

potential problems Involving the bleed air or other seivice required for IGG

system. Based on 6 percent by volume requirements (at worst case of full

ullage volume and one atmosphere pressure),, it is fcund that 130 cu ft of Halun

gas is required for maintaining the inert atmosphere. This will require 70 lb

of the extinguishing agent, which when packaged in an ICC-4DA/500 type cylindri-

cal steel container approximately 20 Inches long and 15 inches In diameter,

weighs approximately 100 lb.
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CANDIDATE INERT GAS GENERATION SUBSYSTEMS

The basic goal of all airborne gas generation systems is to take advan-

tage of the media through which the aircraft operates*. This environment, the

earth's atmosphere, consists largely of nitrogen gas, with a nominal 21 per-

cent oxygen content, available to the aircraft for processing to produce an

inert gas. Utilization of the surrounding atmosphere wi+h a reduction of

oxygen concentration to approx!mately 9 percent produces an inertent adequate

for fuel tank usage',P 3.

A general comparison and screening of conceivable methods for separation
ol removal of oxygen from the atmosphere resulted in a more detailed evalua-
t;on of five feasible techniques to accomplish inert gas generation on-board

an aircraft. These concepts considered during the Phase I program, are:

(1) air separation by permeable membranes, (2) combustion of aircraft fuel
with air, (3) chemical sorption of oxygen from air, (4) physical sorption
of oxygen from air, and (5) air rectification. The remainder of this section

of the report will briefly present the principle of operation and key applica-

tion consideration for each of the five IGG concepts identified above. Con-

sideration is given to both the theory of operation and its application to

airborne IGQ systems.

Following the brief discussions, a comparison summary of the key perfor-

mance parameters for the OC-1O application is shown. The selection of the

permeable membrane system for Phase II study is discussed.

Permeable Membrane Separation Concept and Operation

The concept of separation of oxygen and nitrogen from the air stream

utilizing permeable membranes involves a continuous process in which high

pressure air is exposed to a large surface oF membrane material. The large

surface area has been achieved by using a large number of small diameter

hollow fiber tubes. The separation process exists due to a preferential

membrane permeation to oxygen over nitrogen. A lower pressure on the permeant

side of the membrane provides the driving potential for separation to take

place. The i:embrane material itself is chosen for structural and chemical

properties as well as for permeability and separation factors. Since the

separation of gases is partial pressure driven, additional purge air is

provided on the low pressure side of the membranes to avoid an increase in
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local oxygen partial pressure. A more detailed discussion of permeable mem-

brane mass transfer is presented in Appendix A to this report.

If sufficient surface area and other conditions are correct, the resul-

tant flow from the membrane fibers is of sufficiently low oxygen concentration

to be used as a source of inert gas dvailable, cn demand1, for introduction

into the wing ullage and vent spaces, or for fuel system purging.

In operation, the basic permeable membrane inert gas generation sub-

system, showa conceptually in Figure 2-18, uses bleed air from the propulsion

engines as a supply gas. The hot bleed supply air passes through the primary

heat exchanger where it is cooled. The cooled high pressure bleed air then

enters the compressor component of the turbo compressor where the pressure

is further increased. Hot bleed air is also supplied from the primary heat

exchanger inlet to the tvrhine component of the turbocompressor to provide

shaft power for the compressor. The reheated bleed air from the compressor

is then cooled again in the secondary heat exchanger and directed into the

membrane canister whe,'e reduction of oxygen concentration take5 place. The

bleed air exits the membrane module at an acceptably ,ow oxygen concentra-

tion, available as an ;nert gas for delivery to the fuel tanks.

OVERBOARD

TURBO

COMPRESSOR SCO AR

. 'EXCHANGER

L----] , IPRIMARY -

T~~~ HEAT I
EXCHANGER ,

. ,I
E AIR

AIR SEPARATION
MEMBRANE

MODULE

INERT
SPA 3241-5 Fu 2S

Figure 2-18. Schematic Diagram of a Basic
Permeable Membrane IGG
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Ram air is uti lized as the heat sink for the primary and secondary heat

exchangers and is utilized as the purje gas to reduce the oxygen concentration

in the permeant side of the membrane canister. Further analysis of the sys-

tem design and capabilities is presented in Section 3 where the Phase II

study of hollow fiber permeable membranes Js discussed.

Fuel/Air Combustion

1. Concept and Operation

This concept involves the chemical reaction of aircraft fuel and the

oxygen in the air stream. Normal aircraft fuel is mixed with bleed air as

it flows into a catalyst packed heat exchanger where controlled chemical

reaction takes place. This reaution produces carbon dioxide and water vapor

from the burned fuel/oxygen reaccion and allows the nitrogen to pass through

the catalytic reactor untouched. Cooling the combusted gases and separation

of the water produced from reaction results in a suitable inert gas.

The continuous flow proces.; inert gas generator subsystem utilizing

2i catalytic reEction is shown in Figure 2-19. The system consists of the

injection and m-xing of fuel via fuel nozzles into the hot bleed air supply
stream upstream of the catalytic reactor heat exchanger. The riixed gases

enter the catalytic reactor where they are subjected to ignition temperatures

in the presence of the catalyst where the fuel and oxygen are reduced by

chemical reaction to carbon dioxide and water vapor. The hot gases then

enter the primary heat exchanger where they are reduced to near ram air
toherfezn cnin.Te shaft poehpoudinte turirci

temperatures. The flow leaves the primary heat exchanger and enters the

cooling turbine which redulces the temperatuie at the water separator inlet~to near freeiing conditions. The shaft power produced in the turbine section

of the cooling turbine dr*ves te ram air fan which cools the primary heat

exchanger and provides temperature control in the combustion zones of the

reactor. The cooled inert gas passes through a water separator where the

moisture from the chemical reaction is extracted. The cooled, near oxygen

free, inert product is then delivered to the fuel tanks, or at high demand,

is mixed with untreated bypass bleed -ir resulting in an overall mixture of

acceptably low oxygen ,Goncentration.
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Figure 2-19. Schematic Diagram of a Basic
Catalytic Reactor IGG
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2. D.-1O System PrIliminary Design

The design requirements of the DC-10 IGG indicate two distinct flow

requirement periods. The first of these, that associated with ascent and

climb is generally characterized by flow rates of 1 lb per minute Inert gas

requirement maximum; while descent requires flows up to 13.2 lb per minute.

In order to establish a steady state output design no, requiring a continuous
generation of 13 lb per minute, the system has been devised to include two

catalic reactor beds and control schemes in paralWl as seen in Figure 2-20.

The low flow portion will accommodate maximum inert gas flow rate requirements

up to approximately I lb per minute. Combined output is designed to provide

13.2 lb per minute. Near stoichiometric mixtures are achieved by the system

whch has been devised to include the injection of fuel via fuel nozzles into

the bleed air stream upstream of the catalytic reactor bed. The gases are

mixed and subjected to ignition temperatures in the presence of the catalyst

where the fuel is reduced to carbon dioxide and water vapor by chemical reac-

tion with oxygen from the bleed ir. The gases then enter the primary heat

exchanger where they are reduced to near ram air temperatures. Controls 'n the

ram air circuit prevent the temperature from dropping below freezing in order

to prevent freeze up conditions occurring in the primary heat exchanger.

Flow leaves the primary heat exchanger and enters the cooling turbiv area

which reduces the temperature at the water separator to near freezing condi-

tions. This Is controlled by the water separator temperature control valve

which directs flow either through or bypassing the turbine in correct propor-

tions to control the temperature at the water separator. Flow then passes

through the flow control sections and either to the inflow control valve or

exits via the excess flow valve.

Ram air enters from the ECS pack duct, (or via another source if an

existing fire zone is chosen), receives a small amount of bleed air should

its required flow rate result in temperatures at the exit of the primary

heat exchanger below freezing, receives water injections from the water
separator and primary heat exchanger in order to ut!;ize the latent heat

available in the water, passes through the primary heat exchanger cooling

the exhaust products and through the reactor for temperature control in the

combustion zones.
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The system is designed to work with pressures as law as 15 to 20 psig.

This will enable operationcompatible with the blood flow pressures available

from the propulsion engines in the DC-1I. The controls will accommodate a

wide range of Inlet temperatures (as will occur in actual DC-1O operation).

The catalyst used In testing at the AIResearch laboratories was manufactured

by American Cyanamid and designated Aeroband V-HD. (Code ;-A) and Is a propri-

etary catalyst originally designed for automotive applications.

The design point for the catalytic reactor IGG, the 13.2 lb per minute

flow requirement which occurs during conditions in the high speed descent,

Is achieved by producing 9.2 lb per minute of inert gas from the catalytic

reactor bed and mixing with approximately 4 lb per minute of bleed bypass

air resulting In an overall mixture containing less than 9 percent oxygen

by volume. During operation, fuel is injected into the bleed air stream

to accomplish a fuel to air ratio near stolchiometric conditions (approxi-

mately 6.8 percent). While the fuel/air reaction takes place at approximately

13000F in the catalytic reactor resulting in bleed and ram air outlet tempera-

tures also near 1300OF the ram air Is directed overboard and the bleed air is

immediately cooled by the primary heat exchanger reducing the hazard asso-

ciated with these high temperatures.

The concept of a catalytic reactor IGG has been under study and develop-

ment since 1968 under the sponsorship of the Air Force Aero Propulsion

Laboratory (AFAPL) at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. At AiResearch under

USAF Contract Mos. F33615-70-C-1492 and F33615-71-C-1901, a multi-phase

investigation has included the design, fabrication and testing of a laboratory

scale model suusystem.

The. test setup in the AiResearch laboratories has included all major

subsystem components required for the IGG. These have included -he fuel

injection and mixing chambers, the catalyt;c reactor bed, of which both a

low and high flow range type were provided In parallel flow, the pr;mary

heat exchanger, cooling turbine, water separator and all other controls
required fo," ;ubsystem operation.

These tests have r..sulted in the generation of considerable data which

has been used to optimize the system in terms of performance, control, and

simplicity of operation.
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Physical Zorptlon Concept and Operation

A typical design for a physical sorption inert gas generation subsystem

is shown in Flgure 2-21. In this system, bleed air is cooled by a primary

heat exchanger after which water Is removed in a condenslij heat exchanger.

A second supply of cooled bleed air from the primary heat exchanger is

further cooled by a cooling turbine to provide the heat sink for water

condensation from the primary stream. Sheft power from tne turbine is used

to power a ram air fan for primary heat exchanger cooling. Fo;lowing water

removal, the primary bleed air stream is supplied at a regulated pressure

to an adsorbing molecular sieve bed where the resulting gas flow has a

reduced oxygen concentration suitable for use as an inert gas, while adsorbed

oxynen concentration within the bed increases. At the same time, a second

RAM
AIR

T BED
I PURGE
~ACCUMULATOR

CONDENSER
-4'

PRIMARY __ DESORBING
HEATBE
EXCHANGER

INERT
GAS

BLEED
AIR

SPA 324142

Figure 2-21. Conceptual Operation of Physical
Sorption IGG
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molecular sieve bed, having been loaded with oxygen during a previous adsorp-

tion cycle is desorbed by means of a reduction in bed pressure. Upon compler

tion of the half-cycle, flow in both beds is reversed'by means of switching

valves, and the cycle of operation begins again.

The'principle of physical sorption is based upon the use of synthetically

produced crystalline structured compounds known as zeolltes or molecular

sieves. Molecular sieves retain adsorbates by strong physical forces rather

than by chemisorpt on. Gas molecules enter the internal sieve structure and

are held (adsorbed) by physical forces of the Van der Walls type. The concept

Involved is to aGaorb oxygen from the air stream and permit the remaining

gas components passing through the material to be sufficiently low in oxygen

for use as an inertent.

Co-adsorption curves for molecular sieves can be drawn to indicate gas

loading in terms of weight of adsorbed gas to weight of sorbent for both

oxygen and nitrogen. These curves show that the loading of both these gases

is a function of both temperature and pressure as shown in Figure 2-22.

Molecular sieves also have an extremely high equilibrium adsorption capacity
for water and polav compounds at very low concentrations and utilization of

molecular sieve material requires the prior condensation of moisture from

the air stream.

N2  DECREASING

-TEMPERATURE
02 INICREASING

PRESSURE

Figure 2-22. Molec.ular Sieve Co-adsorption Equilibrium Curves
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In order for a sorbent bed system to operate at equilibrium, the ratio

of oxygen adsorbed at 21 percent of the total pressure when compared to the

nitrogen adsorbed at 79 percent of the total pressure must exceed a value of
0.23 (which is the weight percentage of cxygen in the incoming stream), Since

none of the molecular sieves evaluated showed this condition, it must be

assumed that the operation of molecular sieve as a nitrogen concentration

device Is based upcn rate of adsorption. Figure 2-23 illustrates t/pical

oxygen cuncentration in molecular sieve material versus time.

t = 0 + 6 CD t = t1
~z

INLET Eo PO 2 SAT ..........

N2 0

00
0

W0L 0 L
BED LENGTH

Figure 2-23. Oxygen Loading Within a Molecular Sieve Sorbent
Bed as a Function of Time

System operation using molecular sieve requires the use of two sorbent

beds, one bed for adsorbing gases while the second bed desorbs by means of

reduced bed pressure. Looking at one of the molecular sieve beds, as the bed

is loaded ideally and oxygen is being concentrated within the adsorbing bed,

the nitrogen pressure wave front passes through the end of the bed first.

This results in a low oxygen concentration, however, it begins to increase

as the oxygen wave front nears the end of the bed as shown in Figure 2-24.

At some time t = t1 the outlet effluent oxygen concentration increases to

the limit and the beds must be switched. ResIa!tant sorbent weight as a

function of half cycle time for a two-bed system is shown in Figure 2-25.
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In analyzing practical application of physical sorption IGG systems,

several key factors must be considered.

To begin with, considerable development is required before an operational

physical sorption IGG can be produced, particularly due to the apparent

dependence upon rates which are not characteristic of equilibrium condition.

The state of the art of adsorbent materials for the prodLction of inert gas

from air has not been developed to a practical standpoint. With avaitable

molecular sieve sorbent materials being considered, the system must be

designed on dynamic adsorption rates as inert gas produczion will not occur

utilizing equilibrium data. Since this limits bed cycle time, this means

that system flexibility is sufficiently reduced to limit the application.

The inert gas is in essence a batch process flow where oxygen concentration

is time dependent.

Chemicil Sorption

1. Concept and Operation

Figure 2-26 shows a simplified schematic of the Chemical Sorption IGG.

The process air switching valves and controls have been omitted for clarity

and each sorbent bed is shown in a particular mode, either absorbing or

desorbing.

Bleed air is used to operate a freon turbocompressor and to provide

pro,ass air. The process air is cooled in the primary heat exchanger by ram

air and then its pressure is increased by a bootstrap turbocompressor. The

heat of compression is removed by an intercooler heat exchanger prior to the

pressurized air entering the absorbing bed where oxygen is removed. During

the absorption process, the heat of reaction is removed from the absorption

bed which acts as the evaporator to the freon vapor cycle refrigerator. This

heated, pressurized gas then expands through the turbocompressor providing

the power for bleed air compression to absorption pressure. The cooled

expanded gas is then available for flow to the fuel tank ullage and vent space.

Additional bleed air is required to operate the freon turbocompressor

required by the vapor cycle refrigerator. Turbine disuharge air from the

freon turbocompressor is used for stripping the desorbing sorbent bed and the

oxygen rich gas is vented overboard. As with the physical sorption IGG,

switching valves are used to alternate the absorption and desorption function

of each of the two sorbent beds.
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Figure 2-26. Conceptual Operation of Chanrical Sorption IGG
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The process of inert gas generation by use of chemical sorption techniques

is similar to the process of physical sorption. In this concept, oxygen separ-

ation is accomplished by the selection of a chemical sorbent material, the

chelate Fluominewhich provides several times the absorption capacity of a

molecular sieve. Oxygen is chemically absorbed from the air stream allowing

the nitrogen to pass through unaffected. Desorption of Fluomine is accom-

plished by the use of both reduced pressure and increased temperature for

maximum effectiveness. The use of a chemical sorbent eliminates co-adsorption

of nitrogen gas, further increasing the effectiveness of the system.

The equilibrium curves for the sorbent Fluomine illustrated in Figure

2-27 show that the equilibrium oxygen partial pressure is a function of ter.-

perature with a slight hysteresis between absorption and desorption conditions.

The rate of absorption or desorption increases as the separation between

actual partial pressure and equilibrium conditions occur due to the resultant

driving potential towards equilibrium.

100 ABSORPTION 00

o. 10

L W c-1
X CC DESORPTION

0.1
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TEMPERATURE: OF

Figure 2-27. Fluomine Equilibrium Curves
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Fast Fluomine-oxygen absorption rates, facilitated by efficient sorbent

bed design, will result in near oxygen equilibrium between the outlet flow

and the fluomine as a function of the sorbent temperatures as shown in

Figure 2-27. The fixed oxygen partial pressure in the outlet flow rate,

when combined with the total air pressure,'determines the outlet concentra-

tion as shown in Figure 2-28. As can be seen by this curve, low temperature

and higher pressures result in reduced oxygen concentration. This becomes

particularly significant due to the temperature fluctuations required by

absorption and desorption operations, and the sensible heat required to

swing" these temperatures.

z 20-

Xj.15 40PSIA ~ABSORPTION
0< I

- PRESSURES
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u..Z 5--
80 120 160 200 240

TEMPERATURE, OF

Figure 2-28. Equilibrium Oxygen Concentration for Various
Temperatures and Operating Pressures

Utilization of chemical sorptioi, of oxygen involves significant thermo-

dynamic considerations. In chemial sorption, a heat of reaction is usually

produced. In the case of Fluomine and oxygen, this heat of reaction is

approximately 1075 BTU per lb o" o.yger absorbed. Thus, a considerable
amount of heat inu~t be remov-d from the absorbing bed in order to prevent its
overheating and loss of oxygeo capacity. The desorption of oxygen from Fluo-

mine is an endothermic nocess also requiring approximately 1075 BTU per lb

of oxygen desorbed.
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One of the major design considerations is the tradeoff of the system

based on thermodynamics consideration. The fr'%on system must provide the

heat sink required during absorption, the heat source required during

desorption, and the sensible heat transfer required to rapidly change bed

temperatures. The resultant systems actually operate throughout a range

of temperatures (and therefore oxygen concentrations in the inert gas) in

order to "sw;ng" the relatively large masses of sorbent packed beds in

achievable time periods.

Since Fluomine loading tends to reach approximately 4 percent oxygen by

weight at equilibrium, there is a limit to the cycle time based upon the

weight of Fluomine sorbent and the output rate of the bed, Figure 2-29 shows

the average temperature within the bed at a typical heat transfer plate. This

temperature .s increased during a desorb cycle and decreased during an aLsorb

cycle in order to take advantage of the equilibrium partial pressure change

as a function of temperature. In a typical temperature cycle, the thermal
"swing" is initiated prior to switching flow at half cycle within the beds.

This results in absorption at average temperatures around 1200F and desorption

temperatures averaging about 180 F. The effect of the thermal swing on

effluent oxygen concentration can be seen in Figure 2-30. This indicates that

the actual oxygen concentration of the effluent gas is a function of cycle

position. The average concentration, while well below the required 9 percent,

is not maintained throughout the entire cycle. Oxygen concentration is high

during a brief period at the start of the cycle while sorbent temperature is

still high, and begins to increase again near the end of a half cycle as the

bed begins to achieve equilibrium loading, and the bed temperature is increased

in preparation for desorption.

While it remains possible to produce oxygen concentration consistently

less than 9 percent, this will require the addition of a third sorbent bed,

which will allow for complete cooling following desorption.

2. DC-1O System Preliminary Design
Application of the chemical sorption piocess for OC-1O design requires

a complex system of components and controls as shown in Figure 2-31. For

DC-1O operation at the design point, engine bleed flow enters the system to

provide power f.r ti ' reon turbocompressor, sweep for the desorbing bed,
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and inert inflow through the absorbing bed to the fuel tanks. The absorbing

bed flow proceeds through the No. I heat exchanger Into the bootstrap turbo-

compressor, through the No. 2 heat exchanger which acts as a bootstrap inter-

cooler, proceeds into the absorption bed where heat is removed by the freon

looi, and oxygen is absorbed from the flow stream. From the absorption bed,

flow continues back through the intercooler, through the turbine providing

the power for the bootstrap compressor, and to the inflow demand regulator

to the fuel tanks. The remaining 90 percent of the flow proceeds through

the freon turbocompressor and discharges overboard through valve V4, a small

bleed flow being maintained through the desorbing bed in order to lower the
oxygen partial pressure. During this process, freon leaves the compressor,

passes through a desuperheater which is designed to maintain its condition

at the saturated vapor state, passes through the selector valve and into the

desorbing bed where heat is transferred to the desoring Fluomine. From the

desorbing bed the freon proceeds through the ram air heat exchanger where

heat of compression is removed, is throttled and delivered to the absorbing

bed where the heat of reaction is transferred to the freon, vaporizing it

prior to return to the freon turbocompressor.

Evaluation of Fluomine sorbents has been undertaken under USAF Contract

No. F33615-71-C-1807 with Aero Propulsion Laboratories sponsorship. A final

report (AFAPL-TR-72-27) was issued in May 1972. Since this time, evaluation

of the Fluomine sorbent under USAF Contract No. F33657-72-C-0729 and Navy

Contract No. N62269-72-C-0025, which are contracts for aircraft oxygen gene-
ration, has revealed that time dependent equilibrium loading lower than those

- expected are actually experienced. This new data has been utilized to update
- 'the sorbent system design herein repo, ted.

,i actual application the Fluomin. absorption IGG system requires a fair

amount of complexity in terms of controls and components required to achieve

cycling. Inert gas production for chemical sorption is a batch process flow

where oxygen concentration is Lire dependent, and exceeds the 9 percent

requirement for a portion ol each cycle.
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Air Rectification

1. Concept and Operation

The basic air rectification (air liquification and distillation) IGG Is

shown in Figure 2-32. It consists of a precooler to lower the temperature of

incoming bleed air followed by a compressor to increase bleed air pressure

which is then further cooled in an aftercooler. Condensation of condensable

gases such as water and carbon dioxide in the cool high pressure bleed air

follows in a condensing heat exchanger following which the air is supplied to

both turbine and compressor components of a turbocompressor. Expanded cold

air from the turbine then cools the high pressure product from the compressor

in a liquifier. The partially liquified gas then enters the separation

column where nitrogen and oxygen are separated. A tradeoff exists between

added production rate and product storage capacity. For the system size

being evaluated, there is a favorable overall weight difference associated

with reduced output rates and increased weight of storage containers.
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Fiour., 2-32. Conceptul Operation (I an Air Rectification IGG
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The technique of air rectification involves the liquification of air

followed by separation into its component parts by phase separation principles

associated with the physical characteristics of the fluids involved.

An evaluation of the phase diagram shown in Figure 2-33 for a nitrogen-

oxygen system at several pressures reveals'that single step separation to a

level of 9 percent oxygen at pressures of one atmosphere or higher is only

marginally possible and is not considered a feasible solution. A separation

column is required because single separation, as may be achieved in a

liquifier, would require the liquification of an excessively high portion of

the incoming vapor stream to achieve reduction in oxygen concentration to 9

percent or below in the remaining vapor. Tradeoffs show the weight, and

particularly the air required for the single separation from the packed

column separator.
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Figure 2-33. Nitrogen-Oxygen Phase Diagram
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2. DC-10 System Preliminary Design

i The operating schematic as shown in Figure 2-34 of a rectification IGG

subsystem is very complex. Conditioned bleed air at approximately 91 psia

and 40°F enters the cold box zone through the reversing valve into two

reversing heat exchangers; the first of which removes water, the second of

which removes carbon dioxide by condensation and exhausting overboard on

reverse flc- purges. The reversing valve switches every five to seven min-

utes causing temporary temperature fluxuations which interrupt the output

capacity. About 85 percent of the inlet flow passes through the turbo-

expander where the pressure is reduced :o approximately 20 psia to provide

refrigeration to liquify air at about 120 psia, then returns to be exhausted

overboard through the reversing heat exchangers. The remaining 15 percent of

the incoming air is boosted to 122 psia, passes through the liquifier, and is

expanded through a valve into the rectification column at approximately 75

psia. The column separates air into 91 percent nitrogen, collected as a

liquid from a reflex condenser at the top of the column, ana approximately

28 percent oxygen in the reboiler at the bottom (the heat from the reboiler

is taken from the air feed stream at about 113 psia before it is throttled

into the column). The oxygen rich bottoms are throttled to about 20 psia

into the cold side of the reflux condenser. The nitrogen rich inert gas pro-

duct is obtained by rectification through a fine mesh screen saddle packed

column approximately 24 inches in height containing an equivalent of 6 to 8

theoretical plates. The liquid product (at 75 psia) is chen passed through

a subcooler (heat is exchanged with the 20 psia oxygen rich bottoms) so that

sufficient liquid is retained upon throttli. , in the storage container at

about 20 psia.

While portable units are fully developed and operal.onal in the field

today, their startup remains a rather complicated procedure, which must be

attended by trained personnel. The fabricat;on of a unit, which is opera-

tional while mobile, requires further develcpment and cannot be considered

state-of-the-art.

Typical startup times for an aircraft optimized installation is estimated

to be approximately 4 hours. ThiL requires 'that the system be continually

operational or that uj ficient time be allowel following down time or
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.ii
maintenance, so that the system cculd be returned to a steady state operating

mode prior to use.

In order to make a practical system, an auxiliary means of cooling the

incoming bleed air in both the precooler and compressor aftercooler must be

considered. A significant problem is the required process air temperature

at the inlet to the condensing heat exchangers. The temperature to which

the bleed air must be reduced is below the temperature of ram ai r during many

conditions. This requires that an additional refrigeration system (such as

freon refrigeration) be considered to refrigerate the incoming bleed air to

a temperature below the final air exhaust temperature.

The anticipated development problems and overall system weight and

volume make this approach unsuitable for airborne IGG aboard co~mnercial trans-

port aircraft at this time.

Evaluation Summary

The five candidate inert gas generation subsystems discussed above repre-

sent a broad scale of technology applications to the separation or removal

of oxygen from bleed air to enable its use for fuel tank inerting applications.

Although the primary scope of this program has been an evaluation and feasi-

bility demonstration of separation by permeable membranes, the selection of

this system from the Phase I candidates requires some additional discussion.

A true comparison of the five Phase I candidate IGG subsystems must con-

sider current development status, potential development risk, probable develop-

ment cost, initial acquisition cost, operation cost and overall reliability

and maintainability considerations as well as perfomance para.,leters relating

to weight, size and the penalties associated with its use of other aircraft

systems such as bleed air, ram air, and so forth. While a full comparison

tabuldting all of the above is beyond the scope of the cutrent program, all of

these factors were considered in the selection o1 a system for the Phase II

program.

Table 2-2 presents a summary of the performance parameters estimated

from preliminary designs of DC-10 compatible sjAtems b:std on the five Phase I

candidate sub /stems. The table considers five key perlormance elements Tor

each of the candidate systems; weight, packag size, bleea air consumption.
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ram air consumption, and electrical power- requirements. rhe tabulated values

for each of the performance elements are for the highest requirement, which

do not necessarily occur simultaneously. For all candidates however, the

values given for air use (both bleed and rain) are at the design point. Based

only on the tabulated performance parameters, the catalytic combustion IGG is

indicated as slightly superior to the permeable membrane IGG, with the two

sorption IGG systems a distant second and the air rectification system about

equal in weight to an LN2 system.

Consideration of the development status of the physical sorption system

and the required reliance on adsorption rates inconsistent with apparent

equilibrium conditions make this system unattractive. The chemical sorption

system has ao added disadvantage of excessive air penalties, largely as a

result of the freon refrigeration system required to transfer the heat of

chemical reaction and swing the bed temperature in a reasonable time.

While the preliminary design analysis of the Phase I program indicates that

the catalytic reactor IGG system performarice slightly exceeds the permeable

membrane system in all tabulated performance categories, evaluation of the perme-

able membranes system peralties ir. the light of the application, particularly

when compared to LN2 storage as an alternative, show it to be essentially penal-

ty competitive with the catalytic reactor system. In addition, the operational

simplicity of tle system indicates a potential for high reliability. Further,

operation of a system based on the permeable membrane concept will not add a

system which represents a potential ignition source (reactor bed temperatures

typically exceed IOO00F)which in turn requires the addition of, or installa-

tion into, an airborne fire zone.

Also, permeable membrane separation is not capable of the generation of

any products which are not already in the bleed aii stram, unlike the cata-

lytic reactor which has some prob!ems associated with the generation of con-

bustion products that may require removal beforc introduction to the aircraft

fue; system in which any contaminants would tend to Accumtilate and concentrate.

Two viable approaches have bccn identi.;ed as a result of the Phase I

analysis. The catalytic reactor approach has been 2valuated in some deprh

and programs for this purpose are currently underway. The permeable membrane
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approach, although slightly heavier, offers a potential solution which has

many attractive features which could eabily negate the slight weight and air

pe nalty advantage of the catalytic reactor.

Perhaps the most significant difference between these approaches is in

the current development status. In recognition of the permeable membrane

potential and the need for analysis and for the generation of experimental

data, the permeable membrane approach was seiected for the second phase of

the program.
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SECTION 3

HOLLOW FIBER PERMEABLE MEMBRANE
INERT GAS GENERATION SUBYSTEM INVESTIGATION

Following the completion of the tradeoff studies and selection of the

hollow fiber permeable membrane IGG for further study, the second phase of

the program was initiated. This Phase II program included a more detailed

3nalysis of membrane separation and its application to an IGG subsystem for

the baseline DC-10 operation. A significant part of the Phase II effort was

devoted to the design, fabrication arid subsequent testing of hollow fiber

permeable membrane air separation test modules which successfully demonstrated

the application of the separation theory and the accuracy of the mathematical

model.

This section of the final report is divided into three major subsections.

First, the mathematical model used for design and performance is described.

(The development of the background equations used in the analysis is presented

in Appendix A to this report.) Secondly, following the discussion of the
analytical techniques, a preliminary design of a hollow fiber permeable

membrane IGG for the DC-10 baseline design is described. The IGG subsystem

is shown with the major components needed for temperature, pressure and flow

controls and the subsyste:n operation is discussed. The third major subsection

is devoted to a discussion of the test program, including the test hardware,

and an evaluation cf the Lest data.

ANALYTICAL EVALUATION
To evaluate the application of a oerneable membrano IGG subsystem to the

generation of inert gas for aircraft fuel system explosior suppression, it is

first necessary to understand the basic phenomena of gas permeability. Liter-

ature available contains many good discussions of the work of previous experi-

mentors who have carefully developed analytical means of describing the phenomena

for a wide variety of membrane/gas systems' 10)11, 12 A short appendix

9 R. M. Barrer, Diffusion In and Through Solids, Ca-bri:dge Press, London, 1941

10 C. E. Rogers Chapter "Solubility and Diffusivily" from Physics and Chemistry of

the Organic Solid State, Volume II, by David Fox, et. a;., 1965, Wylie
11 R. M. Barrer, "Activated Diffusion in Membranes", page 644 of Faraday Society

Transactions, Volume 35, 1939
12 j. Crank, The MathematiLs of Diffusion, Oxf(rd Univ. Press, London 195c
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(Appendix A) to this report is included to review or introduce the basic concepts

and equations of permeable membrane gas transfer. The material In Appendix A

is by no means a complete discussion of permeability, but is sufficient to allow

the development of a mathematical model to be used for design and performance

analysis. Subsequent use of the mathematical model tbrough test performance

verified the modeling results to be of sufficient accuracy for this feasibility

evaluation.

Separation Principle

Membrane mass transfer is assumed to be in accordance with the activated

diffusion model, that is, the gases transfer through the membrane walls by a

process of first dissolving into the polymer Lurface, then by concentration

gradient driven diffusion through the polymer and finally, evolution at the

opposite surface. The combination of the processes make up permeable gas

transfer. Although gas diffusion is only a part of the transfer mechanism,

it usually is rate controlling allowing the suriace concentration of dissolved

gas to be in near equilibrium concentration with free stream gas partial

pressures in accordance with Henry's L.aw. (A more detailed discussion of

this theory is presented in Appendix A).

As derived in Appendix A, the basic relationship to describe mass trans-

fer across a permeable membrane boundary may be described by the following

equat ion.

TP. A AP.

th(s-)

where: Q = Mass transfer rate through the membrane

A = Surface area of membrane normal to the flow through the

material

AP = Free stream partial pressure (dri," ri rce)

th = Material thickness

TP = P.rmeability coeffiient
.th

subscript i ith gas
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This equation relates mass transfer rate to the partial pressure

difference (the driving potential) in a manner similar'to Fourier's relation- j
ship fo- heat transfer rate as a function of temperzture difference as the

*driving potential 13. In the equation above, the proportionality constant is

called the permeability coefficient. This coefficient is ideally a function

only of the polymeric membrane material and of the gas being transferred at

a given temperature.

Hollow Fiber Configuration

Although the property of gas permeation through thin films of solid

materials has long been recogni:ed, and data has been collected to show that

certain gases permeate through a given material more readily than do other

gases, actual practical applications have been limited. With few notable

exceptions, gas enrichment by the use of permeable membrane has remained a

laboratory curiosity. Perhaps the major drawbacK limiting the application

of membrane separation has been the problems encountered in scaling small

laboratory test apparatus to useful separation rates.

The permeability of even the most permeable of materials is seen to be

quite low when evaluated in terms of apparatus requirements for even modest

separation rates. The low permeabilities require large surface areas of

extremely thin membranes. Past practice has required the production of

large surface areas of very thin membrane sheets. Total surface area require-

ment is provided by manifolding the sheets to achieve the required surface

area in a compact package geometry. This presents two severe problems:

(1) flat sheets of a thin material are incapable of supporting mucn pressure

differential, and (2) a means to manifold alternate passages is required.

A number of approacheb to increase the structural lo3d bea.-ing capability of

the membranes have been tried. In general, the tavored approach has been to

provide a second material for strength. This usuaily takes the form of a

matrix material either in the form of a porous backing plate, or in the form

of a fabric material which has been imprL .,td with the membrane I lymer to

form small flat-plate surface between fabric fibers. In either case, care

must be taken to provide ulticient separation of alternate plates to allow

13 H. S. Carslaw and J. C. Jaegve, Conduction of He .at in Solids, Second Edition,
Oxford Univ. Press, 1959.
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the required flow. While these techniques significantly increase the load

bearing capabilities of the membrane surface, they tend to greatly increase

the volume required to contain the required active surface area and further

complicate the manifolding difficulties.
The second problem, that of manifolding the sheets to interconnect

alternate passages, has been a troublesome problem. The difficulty here iies

in the fact that not all edges are to be connected but rather adjacent

passages must be separately manifolded to form alternate high and low pres-

sure passages, each separated by te thin film membrane.

The development of small hollow fibers has provided a practical break-

through in the solution of the structural difficulties associated with flat

plates. Since hollow fibers form their own pressure vessels, no additional

backing material or structural support is required. A high pressure gas

stream introduced either into (or around) the hollow fiber- can be supported

by the proper polymeric material selection and design to limit the resultant

hoop stress (or buckling load) to acceptable levels. The selection of a

relatively high strength material enables self supporting tube wall thickness

to be relatively thi: for small tube sizes tinder hoop stress. In addition,

the absence of the requirement for a structural backing material allow the

package size to be reasonably small.

The problem of joining alternate flat plate-,experienced -sing thin

films, is reduced to manifolding tubes when hollow fiber permealble membranes

are considered. This is accomplished by winding the tubes around a core in

a manner similar to filament winding processes. Windirg results in a con-

tinuous fiber which is further processed b/ r. ,ti7 a Dunding agent as a

tube-sheet about each end of the -.. ikL. 5, -.:c. ." j the end of the tube-

sht-et, the loops at the ends of the f!.')ri a," ,-red, thereby opening the

tubes at the ends to form manif.ic.-J jrj ,r .i es similar in resultant

structure to a tube and shell heat exliarrvr.

Mathematical Model

[he use it equation ... a,' 1c'.i* .n w,:b tuansfcr

rates for a g;.., gas th rc i .' L' " ),,v bar'riir. if the g ., 'retrv

of the membrane, tne par,, pressure ,,; LI,,- 'q! -.n eilher side of the barrier,

and the perineabili,' : ii ient Mi the .a. ,,','rj , ','cm i. known. The
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geometry (surface area and material thickness), can usually be measured, calcu-

lat d, or experimentally determined; thus; the analytical prediction of mass

transfer rates depends on the accurcy of the permeability coefficient and the

partial pressure of the gas on each side of the membrane barrier.

For the hollow fiber geometry or this study, the surface area normal

to net gas transfer is, of course, a function of rauius. The surace area

used for the mat -.aLical model, and for the calculations from the test

data has been based on log-mean surface area, and material thickness, the

difference in radial dim'.nsion.

A'tiough equatio, (A-Il) yields an accurate prediction of mass transfer

based on total surface area, for a single component gas in a hollow tube, pro-

vided the velocity along the tube is low (no fluid flow pressure drop) and the

gaseous environment surrounding the tube is uniform, this is not a practical

case. *rhe principal difficulty in the application of equation (A-Il) to a

tubular membrane separation lies in the fact that the partial pre.ssures (even

at low flow rates) of the gases vary as a function of location along the tube.

The problem then, is to establish the proper mean valua of partial pressures cn

eazh side of the cLbe if a single computation is to pro"ide an accurate answer.

For two gas mixtures (air is herein modeled as a mixture of nitrogeo

crnd oxyg n gascs) at low flow rates, the tot pressure remains almost

coeStdn," aing the tube length. This pressui, is the sum of the partial

pre:;surez of both gases. For conditions where the concentration (partial

p,'essure) of the gases .hange very little from end to end, the use of average

values, or Ing-means, are generally of sufficient accuracy. For use in an

IGG subystem, howev\-r, the oxygen concentration muct be reduced from a

nr,.inal k1 percent to a valuc belo,;; 9 percent. W) atisfactory means of
.computati" of a rir'n tube-side partial pressure for a single calculation

(for both oxygen and nitrogen gases) over the widel/ varying conditions

encountered has been successful.

Just as the tube-sidp concentration varies diong the length of the tube as

a ,.fut ci gas rermeated from the high pressure stream, gas concentration along

the length of '.he sholl-side varies frori the ad(it i in ot the Qas permeated

thuu,'h tne tube walls. In the two-gas oxygen/nitroqen system imodeled herein,

this results in -i reduction of oxygen concentration in the gas flowing inside

the tube and an increase in the oxygen concentrr.tioi around the tubes. Since
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the incrmsed oxygen concentration (partial pressure) around the tubes tends

to Inhibit further oxygen concentration reduction in the tube (oxygen permeation
rates are reduced and nitro.an permeation rates increised), it is desirable to
prevent this buildup of oxygen concentration. For a system using air, thb is

easily accomplished by flushing (or purging.) the shell-side o the tubes with

air to drive the oxygen concentration back toward 21 percent. Ideally, this

results in a near constant concentration on the shell side of the tubes if the
"wash" air distribution design is properly handled.

Thus, for an IGG system, the problem in computing the mass transfer
of oxygen and nitrogen through the tube wails lies in the fact that this
rate is a function of position along the tube based on the local value of

concentration along the tube. (An analysis shows the gas diffusion rate to

be several orders of magnitude greater than the permeability rate thereby

allowing the assumption that, at any given distance down the tube, the tube-

side gas ib, homogenous.) The local mass transfer rates for both gases vary

as a function of their local tube-side partial pressures (which, in turn, are

the cumulative result of mass transfer rates in the preceeding length of

tube.) The mathemat'i..al formulation of a high pressure side element of ma3s

or volume is further complicated by the fact that both mass and volume of
the element change, due to permeation, as ;, proceeded down the length of

the tube.

To allow the evaluation of design requirements, a tradeof r of potential

materials, and evaluation of the performance of designs at a number of

conditions, a mathematical model i:as co.istructed to represent the behavior

of the permeable membrane/two-gas . d, ,Grit,, abvv. The model investi-

gates the behavior of a single typ0. ' uL ,, ap*.roximatinq its performance

in the analysis of a large nuMr'er of .o.7ni, . By this means, concentration

variations within any one eleii-n, are iiali A typical element is shown in

Figure 3-1. If this is the f;r t PI-l,,ent of Lne tube, its inlet conditions

(pressure. flow rate, anc r.. .' .ventrdt ion) are known. A short distance

down the t'. (in term's , c,.. , a'i ,n rHir qe) a seL.nd node is establish-d.

Based I Ii near c ,.,raticr I i:t In the f,dli lemen, , there

exists a unique comn;--t n of cnditics at the second node and permeant

gas conditions v ,( will slt;.rIf a -;et of equation, abut that element.

The major conditiuo-. which must be satisfiea are the following:

3-
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P 2( 0 )

P1(0) P 2(N2) P

2 H

A P(0~ 2 PIS-86876

Figure 3-I. Hollow Fiber Permeable Membrane Tube Element

* Conservation of Mass

M M +M (3-2)
1 P 2

or

M1(0 2  P M( 2) + ~2 (02) (3-3)

and

I (N 2  P A(N2) + M2 (N 2) (3-4)

whe re:

M=Mass flow rate

)Denotes a particular gas

* Subscripts I = At node 1
2 -At node 2

P = Permeating between nodes I and 2
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41 Relationship of Partial Pressures

P1 = P1(02) + PI(N 2) (3-5)

and

P = P2 (02 ) + P2 (N2) (3-6)

where

P Tube side static pressure

P0 = Partial Pressure on the tube-side

* Permeable Membrane Mass Transfer

IP(02 ) AS (P(02 - P' (0))

P(02) =th

and

ip(N2 ) AS 1(2) ) P'(N2 )) (-8)Mp(N2) - th

where:

p( = Mass permeation rate between nodes 1 and 2

eP( ) = Permeability coefficient
AS = Log-mean surface area between nodes 1 and 2

P( sf= Tube-side mean partial pressure between nodes 1 and 2
P() = Shell-side (tube environment) partial pressure

th = Tube wall thicknezs

There exists a Lfique set of values for P2 (02 ), P2 (N2) , (02) and A p(N2 )

which simultaneously satisfy all seven of the equations above. Once these

values are found, all conditions at node ) are known. This enabies the

consideration of an additional node and ther another and another. Thus,

a profile of the tube-side gas flow rate and (.o centraLion, and a profile

,of the permeant gas flow rate anc conienLtt o-i is established as a function

of length along the tube.

The simultaneous soluti.n of th-.se equations is best solved by an

iterz'ion proc( s of guessing th. conditions at node 2, solving for the

permeant flow .stes of both 9a.,e. and then calculating the resulting condi-

tions at node 2. The y.essa'd and calculdt-d values 4,re then compared and

the guess is correc.-e5 until the desired accur.cy is achieved Due to the

iterative nature or --e solution applied to this mathematical model, a
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digital computer program, in several versions for specla' purposes, has been

devised.

Current limitations of the existing digital computer programs include a

constant total tube-side pressure and a uniform shell-side concentration.
Should it become desirable to consider pressure drop due to flow or shel)-.ide

concentration as a function of location, these modifications could be made,

The current program (currently used in the performance mode with 100 elements)

has clearly demornstrated, however, predictions of test results with considerable
accuracy.

SYSTEM PRELIMINARY D ESIGN

To establish the subsystem weight and size characteristics, and to deter-

mine the extent to which interface with other aircraft systems is requited, a

preliminary design for a fuel tank inerting system based on a hollow fiber

permeable membrane IGG subsystem for the DC-10 was established. Although th,

purpose of the study is primariiy concerned with the feasibility of the IGG

subsystem, the preliminary des;gn, shown as Figure 3-2, includes the principal

ullaje pressurization control valves for completeness. The total estimated

system weight, incl . ng a plumbing allowance, is 320 lb using the published

properties of the selc:ted holiow-fiber membrane material subsequently dis-

cussed, at the identified optimum (6 micron) wall thickness.

The remainder of this subsection will discuss system operation followed

by a brief description of components described in Figure 3-2. The major com-

ponents used in the system are typical in 'jnction and type with aircraft ECS

components with the exception of the air separation module (item No. 14). The

design analysis of the air separation module using i olymethyl pentene polymer

fiber w"I1 be discussed in some detail.
_Ocerdtibzq Principle

Inert gas generated by the fuel tank inerting system pressurizes and

purges the fuel tanks continuously maintaining a non-flammable gas mixture

over the fuel. Fnr the operating range of the DC-10 and the type of fucl

employed, non-flammability of the nitrogen oxygen-fuel vapor mixture in the

tank ullage is ensured if the oxygen 'oncettration is always luss than 9

percent by volume. (Air conLains a nominal 21 percent o;ygen by voiume.)

The ma.mbrane-type incrting syslem described here is designed to maintain an
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inert ullage mixture in two ways: (1) by supplying a nitrogen-rich air mix-

ture containing less than 9 percent oxygen under all normal flight conditions

and (2) by providing adequate inert sweep flow in excess of pressurization

demands to pirge the oxygen-rich mixture that evolves from solution in the

fuel during climb and cruise flight when tank pressure is decreasing.

The inerting system generates nitrogen-rich air from normal air by utiliz-

ing the selective permeability properties of a selected membrane material, which

exhibits several timss greater permeability to oxygen than to nitrogen. IF a

pressurized airflow passes through a tube of this mater a., the Cas mixture

permeating through the tube wall is oxygen-rich relative to the incoming air-

flow and, therefore, the gas mixture in the tube becomes progressively more

nitrogen-rich as it passes down the tube. If the tube is long enough, the

mixture approaches a limiting concentration which is a function of the

pressures as described in Appendix A.

Design Point Selection

Initial tradeoff studies were performed to optimize the preliminary

design of the permeable membrane IGG fir the DC-10 baseline aircraft. In

these studiesinert gas requirements for the fuel tank ullage were calculated

for the combined inflow demands during aircraft normal flight profiles.

These inert gas requirements included ullage volume pressurization due to K
fuel consumption and descent repressurization, as well as ullage sweep
requirements. K

The system performance analysis was calculated using a computer to

predict the permeable membrane design performance. Engineering analysis

was conducted on a system level to optimize system design based on membrane

design.
T he first step involves the use of computer techniques for membrane

design. The first computer program utilized is the flight design require-

ments program. Ullage gas iiflow demands based on the combined inFlow demand

equation, previously established in Section 2, are determined by the flight

profile information; inert gas requirements are established for the entire

mi ss ion.

3-11
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Secondly, these inert gas requirements are combined with tne aircraft

flight profiles for altitude, bleed air, supply air, and other aircraft

services in the membrane design program. Different flight points are evalu-

ated unt!.l the design condition Is established. Thi's condition Is based on

the varying parameters of Inert gas flow and aircraft services which deter-

mines the largest membrane design.

Following establishment of the design point condition, the membrane

performance program is used to analyze performance at any given flight condition

throughout the mission profile.

The last step in the system performance process is engineering analysis of

the system components and their final integration into a system level design.

Results of the analysis has selected the high speed debcent at 12,500

foot altitude as the critical design point for this feasibility study bzed
on the DC-10 flight profli!f as discussed in section 2. Other conditions at

this point are as follows:

i Bleed a,- pressure 57 psia

I Bleed air temperature 4250 F

* Ambient pressure 9.2 psia

! Ambient temperature 75OF

I Required inert gas inflow (at 601F) 13.2 lb/min

A sample digital computer program output sheet is shown as Figure 3-3.

The data tabulated in Figure 3-3 shows bleed air pressure at thtj inlet to the

air separator module as 113 psia (following boost by the turbocompressor, and

allowing for heat exchanger pressure loss) and local ambient ram air pressure

as 9.2 psia. The theoretical minimum oxygen concel'*ration (per the method of

Appendix A) is 2.2 percent by volume. The physical characteristics used in

* Ithe calculation are for 34.5 million fibers of a nominal 50 microns (0.002 in.)

inside diameter and 6 mlcroni (0.000235 in.) wall thickness with an active

transfer length of 40.3 inches. ICI literature values of permeability

;oefficient~s (27.0 x 10-10 and 6.5 x 10-10 (cm3/sec @ NTP)(cm/(cm2)(cm Hg)

for oxyger, and nitrogen respectively) are assumed.

The separation p-ofile in Figure 3-3 (in the printout prepared for this

report, 25 elejns!nab are shown; actual analysis was conducted with 100 elements),

shows the distr. 'ution of the 21.8 lb/mmn of bleed air required ~t the air

3-12
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separator inlet tabulated as a function of tuk length. The profile is divided

into three major subsections, that is, "tube length", "'inside tube (nitrogen

enriched aiv)", and "permeant (oxygen enriched air)". Tube length is tabulated

for both absolute length (inches) and in terms of percent of total length.

The tube-side profile gives bleed air flows in absolute units (lb/min)

and in terms of percent of inlet flow. The velocity and oxygen concentration

are also tabulaLed at each of the 26 nodes.

The properties of the bleed air as it permeates in the tube section
between each of the nodes is tabulated in the third iajor column. The
rate of jas permeation between each is shown, again, in absolute units

(lb/min) and in terms of percent of the bleed air at the air separation

module inlet. Finally, the oxygen concentration of the gas permeating

between the nodes is tabulated.

The profile shows that at the end of the 25th element, the oxygen

concentration has been reduced to 8. percent by volume. The summation of

oxygen and nitrogen mass permeation rates shows 8.6 lb/min to be permeated
(at an integrated oxygen concentration of approximately 40 percent) resulting

in the required inert gas flow rate of 13.2 lb/min. Also shown at the bottom

22
of the profile are the log-mean surface area (67,500 ft 2), the frontal area,

based on the summation of individual tube outside diameters (165 in. 2) and

the weight of the polymethyl pentene required to establish the active area

(69 lb).

System operation at 40,000 foot cruise has been selected as an example

of off-design point operation for the air separation module. Figure 3-4 shows

a I lb/rin inert gas demand flow which, at the 28.1 psia inlet pressure (no

boost compressor) requires under 3 lb/min of manifold bleed air. Inert gas

oxygen concentration is at 3.9 percent, approaching the 2.6 percent theore-

tical limit under these conditions. The hollow fiber permeable membrane

based IGG is grossly over-sized for this condition, although over 80 percent

of the flight is represented by this low output performance.

Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd., Plastics Division, Welwyn Garden City,
England, "TP X TM Methylpentene polymers", Technical Bulletin 252.
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System Operation

The operation of a hollow fiber permeable membrane IUG based fuel tank

inerting system requires interface with several existing aircraft systems.

In addition to the membrane air separation device, the fuel tank inerting

system requires several additional componeots for regulating air flows,

pressures, temperatu-es, and cleanliness. Figure 3-2 shows a schematic

diagram of -he arrangement of these components in the inerting system.

Typical performance of a hollow fiber permeable membrane IGG is shown

in Figure 3-5. The altitude profile shown is for a DC-10 long ranga descent

profile. For standard day conditions, with inflow gas temperatures at 601F

and a near zero fuel load at landing, the performance of a subsystem designed

to peak at 9 percent oxygen concentration is shown. The curve plots both

the average ullage gas mixed concentration and the instantaneous inflow

composition. As the aircraft descends, the instantaneous concentration

increases from the 3 to 4 percent value experienced during the extended

cruise period. Actual instantaneous concentrations begin to peak at about 8

percent at about 22,000 foot altitude. However, at about 9,000 feet, the

crossbleed manifold pressure becomes limited by the bleed air system's 48

psig pres-ure regulator, resulting in a further increase in instantaneous

oxygen concentration from the ICGi. At 2500 foot elevation, the aircraft

descent profile oecreases. At that point the peak allowable instantaneous

inflow concentration of 9 percent is ahieved.

The average ullage composition tends to damp the fluctuations in

instantaneous values, however the influences at lower altitude are con-

siderable due to increased density of the inflow gas. Thus, the average

composition tends to fo'low the instantaneous :ncentration.

1. Inert Gas Flow

For the DC-10 application 'he inertng system air supply is preconditioned

engine bleed air taken from tle dircrafL crossbleed manifold which aiso

supplies air to the environmental .r ntrol system and other aircraft systems.

Mani old air been precoolLd to j maximum 425 0F and pressure regulated to

limit crossbl, manifold tr a nominal 48 ps;g. This preconditioned bleed
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air enters the inerting system through a shutoff valve (item 1) and passes

through the sweep air heat exctt:-nger (Item 2) and the primary heat exchanger

(Item 6) in series Aere It is cooled by heat transfei to ram air.

The bleed air next flows to the turbocompressor (Item 7) which, during

the high.flow rate demands of aircraft descent (and during ground operation

and climb when high ullage purge flows are desired), boosts the bleed air

pressure by a nominal 2:1 compression ratio. Since the membrane separator

performance is directly related to pressure difference across the tube walls,

this bleed air pressure Increase reduces the membrane surface area required

during descent when engine bleed pressure ;s low and inerting flow demand

for tank pressurization is high. It is desirable to operate the turbocom-

pressor during climb to produce a low-oxygen-content purge flow to remove

oxygen evolving from the fuel as tank pressure reduces with altitude. TurboT

compressor operation is not necessary during cruise, the greatest portion

of the total flight time, because engine bleed pressure is adequate to meet

the low inert gas flow demand.

The turbocompressor assembly, In addition to the radial (;ompressor-

turbine rotating assembly, includes all necessary valves and controls. When

turbocompressor operation is required, an externally-supplied signal opens

the turbine speed control valve admitting bleed air to drive the unit. Tur-

bine exhaust air discharges overboard. The speed control valve modulates

the turbine inlet pressure, as reqt, red, to maintain the design operating

speed. To prevent compressor sur 'ng when the demand for inerting flow is

low, a surge bleed valve modulates open, discharging bleed flow overboard

-as required to keep the compressor flow above the surge value. When the

compressor is not operating, system bleed flow passes around the compressor

through the bypass check valve.

Leaving (or bypassing) the compressor, the bleed air is further cooled

by ram air in the secondary-heat exchanger (Item 8). Prior to entering the
membrane air separation module, the air is cleaned in a two-stage filtration

process and removes contaminant particles which could clog the small diameter

(nominal 50 micron) membrane tubes. The first filtration stage is an inertial

dirt separator (Item 12) designed for high pressure airflows. The static

device Imparts a tanqential swirl to the air stream causing solid particles
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to centrifuge outward where they are diverted from the main air stream and

exhausted overboard along with approximately two percent of the total air-

flow. Remaining contaminants, down to the 2-miron size are eliminated
by the second-stage particle filter (Item 13).

The bleed air then passes through the membrane air separation module

(Item 14) where an oxygen rich gas mixture permeates through the tube walls

leaving a nitrogen-rich concentration at the module outlet. To prevent an

oxygen concentration buildup outside of the tubes, and the resultant loss

of concentration efficiency, the gases permeating through the tube walls

are swept away by a proportionally large flow of ram air which enters the

center of the cylindrical tube bundle and flows radially outward over the

tubes before discharging to ambient.

Inert gas, containing less than nine percent oxygen, is admitted to

the fuel tank ullages by the tank inflow control valve (Item 15), as

required, to maintain a fixed gauge pressure (about 0.3 psig) relative to

ambient. In addition.the valve may be set to maintain a purge flow rate

(about 1 to 4 1b/min as required) regardless of pressurization requirements

to remove any oxygen-rich gases which may come out of solution in the fuel,

Fuel tank ullage pressures are also maintained by the redundant pairs of

tank outflow valves (Item 18) which begin opening at approximately 0.5 psig

venting tank ullage pressure to ambient. When tank pressurization demand

exceeds any pre-set purge flow, tank pressure will be controlled by the

inflow valve. When purge flow exceeds the flow required for pressurization

and during certain types of ascent, tank pressure will be controlled by

the outflow valves which are also sized to relieve tank pressure in the

event of ati inflow valve failure.

2. Temperature Control

To maintain the temperature dependent permeability coefficients in the

optimum design range, it is necessary to keep the bleed air passing through

the air separator at about 750 to IO0F, a temperature range also

suitable for the fuel tank inert gas supply. Since the membrane canlster

is an excellent heat exchanger, it Is necessary to keep the ram air also at
750 to IO0F to prevent it from cooliaig the bleed air below the desired tempera-

ture range. The system incorporates two sets of temperature controls for

regulating both the bleed air and the separator ram air temperature.

3-21
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Before reaching the membrane unit, ram sweep air passes through a

diverter valve (Item 3) which-divides the sweep flow between the sweep air

heat exchanger and a bypass line. Sweep air heated in the heat exchanger

recombines with the bypass air and the resulting mixed temperature Is measured

by the temperature sensor (Item 4) which provides an electrical analog signal

of the sensed temperature to the electronic controller (Item 5). The con-

troller compares the sensed temperature with the desired temperature and

sends the appropriate electrical signal to the diverter valve. An electro-

pneumatic device on the valve translates the electrical signal to a pneu-

matic signal which in turn moves the valve to the commanded position. On

hot days, when ram air temperature exceeds the control temperature range,

the valve will divert the entire sweep airflow to bypass the heat exchanger.

Bleed air temperature Is controlled to 750 to 1000F In a similar manner.

Signals from a temperature sensor (Item 11) at the separator module bleed

inlet are received by the controller (Item 10) which in turn provides command

signals to an electropneumatic ram cooling air valve (Item 9). The valve in

turn modulates ram cooling airflow through the primary and secondary heat

exchangers, as required, to achieve the desired bleed temperature.

3. Ground CoolIna Air Supply

During flight, the ram air pressure created by the aircraft's forward

motion is sufficient to provide sweep air for the membrane separator and

cooling air for the heat exchangers. During ground operation, when no ram

pressure exists, an electric-motor-driven fan (Item 17) provides the necessary

flows. The fan motor relay can be connected to the aircraft squat switch to

turn on and off automatically. During flight, ram air bypasses the inopera-

tive fan,through a check valve (Item 16).

4. EmerencX Descent Provisions

Certain failures of other systems can cause a rapid cabin depressuriza-

tion as a result of which the aircraft will be flown rapidly to low altitudes

following an emergency descent profile. The rapid descent rates require

larye inert gas flow rates so that tank repressurization can keep pace with

the rapidly increasing atmospheric pressure outside of the tanks. An IGG

system designed for the emergency descent profile would be heavier and larger

than a system for normel flight operat.ons.
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Rather than penalize the aircraft to accommodate a rare occurrence,

the proposed system is designed for normal flight profiles only. The

resultant total redundancy will enhance overall reliability and is not

inconsistent with logistics free operation following an emergency situation

where rapid turn-around is not a normal requirement. The emergency descent

augmentation selected for this pre!iminary design is a fluorocarbon fire

extinguishing agent (Halon 1301) delivered from an onboard storage tank.

When an emergency descent condition is sensed, detonator-actuated burst

disks actuate-admitting Halon to the fuel tanks. The Halon supply is

adequately sized to inert the fuel tanks for the duration of the emergency

descent without assistance from the inert gas generating system.
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5. TYpIcal Operating Conditions

Although several representative flight conditions could be presented,

the heat exchanger design point is presented here as a typical example of

system operation. The selected example occurs at a 2500 foot altitude

during long range descent on a hot day.

At this point in the descent profile, the demand flow rate to the fuel

ullage is 11.2 lb/mmn (at 600 F). This requires 35.4 lb/min (at 4250 of bleed

air from the bleed air crossmanifold, which is at 60 psia. The compressor .

requires 15.4 lb/min of the bleed air to boost the pressure of the remaining

bleed air tR 118 psia, the pressure at the separator module inlet. Ram air,

at 14.5 psia and 111OF enters the ram air distribution ducts at 110 lb/mn.

While 30 lb/min of ram air is used to sweep the air separation module of

oxygen rich by-products, 80 lb/min is required for the ttL (primary and

secondary) bleed/ram heat exchangers for reduction of the bleed air tempera-

ture to 144°F at the inlet to the air separation module.

Due to the hot day conditions, the sweep air diverter valve bypasses the

entire 30 lb/min sweep air around the sweep air heater. The hot day condi-

tions result in hot air at 115 0F (though only 4F hotter than ambient) being

input to the ullage. The nominal 8 percent oxygen product is finally throt-

tied by the tank inflow control valve to ullage control pressure.

Component Description

The following brief component description of the particle filters and

the air separation module are provided te establish the characteristics of

these, the only components not a normal part of an aircraft ECS.

1. Item 12, Inertial Dirt Separator

This' unit is a vortex generator that centrifically separates airborne

particles while clean air continues its flow thruugi the unit. The separator

utilizes a partial reverse flow concept and consists of a static swirl vane

section which imparts a centrifugal motion to the entrained inlet air, a

collector into which the centrifuged dust is accumulated and discharged, a

vortex tube which creates partial reverse air flow and static deswirling

vanes at the separator exit. The separated particles are collected in a

quiescent manifold chamber and discharged to ambient by scavenging approxi-

mately 2.5 percent of the bleed air supply flow.
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This same design principle is utilized in the F-15 air cycle refrigera-

tion system in the cabin water separator with approximately 90 percent mois-

ture separation. Testing performed by the Air Force Aerospace Research Lab-
oratory for dust particle separation shows the unit to have separation

efficiencies in the range of 70 to 75 percent for fine road dust (0-5g) and
approximately 90 percent for coarse road dust (0-200 w4) composition.

At the system design condition the separator inlet conditions are:

Pressure, psia 115

Temperature, OF 100
F'row, lb/min 21 (w40 cfm)

2. Item 13, Fllter
This filter provides further filtration of the bleed air inlet to the

permeable membrane canister, Item 14, following particle contaminant removal
in the inertial dirt separator, Item 12. Conservative estimates of membrane

fiber filtration show requirements to be in the two micron range for inlet
gas*

In this preliminary design, two types of filter elements are considered.

Selection of a final filter design will be based upon the final filtration

requirements dictated for the permeable membrane fibers as well as surviv-

ability of the filter during flight environment. The first filter considered
Is of the Balston microfiber type which comprises a medium of glass

microfibers bonded with epoxy resin. The bonded fibers are arranged into

tubes 2 in. in diameter, 1/8 in. thick and six filter elements are arranged
in a circular configuration within an aluminum canister. Filtration utiliz-

Ing Balston Grade A or Grade B tubes are rated 2 microns "absolute" and 2
microns "nominal" respectively. The second filter under consideration is a

single pleated wire mesh type. This filter is rated at 10 microns absolute
and 6 microns nominal and its configuration consists of a single wire mesh

element housed in an aluminum canister similar to the Balston type.

In the event that 2-micron filtration is required and the epoxy bonded

glass fiber matrix is not usable, it Is possible to increase the rating of
the pleated wire mesh filters by colandering and sinter-bonding, however,

this process is expensive and somewhat inconsistent in pore size control.

Maintainability costs of both elements are similar on a one time basis since
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the Balston filter element cost Is estimated to be nearly identical to the

insintered mesh filter cleaning cost, however, any maintainability cost
advantage will be determined on relative replacement times.

If final establishment that a 2-micron filt~ration Is required, the

mesh" filter must be considered for the following reasons. Although the
Balston filte rating is better is thated to he mesh filter, a bonded

glass fiber matrix may not be stable in an aircraft vibration and shock

load environment. In addition, the Balston tubes must be discarded and

replaced by new elements when particle accumulation raises filter pressure

drop, kowever, the mesh filter element can be cleaned and reused.

3. Item 14, Air Separation Module

This unit is a cylindrical aluminum canister which contains hollow fiber

membranes where gas permeation takes place and an inert gas is produced.

High pressure bleed air enters the membrane tube inlets, which are 0.002 in.

(50i1) inside diameter and 0.000235 in. (6K) wall thickness, and oxygen from

the bleed air permeates through the tube walls. The large number of tubes

(34.5 million) and the active tube length (40.3 in.) results in a large

active surface area for permeation of approximately 67,500 sq ft. Oxygen

permeates through the tube walls at a faster rate than nitrogen resulting

in a low oxygen concentration at the tube outlets.

Physically the membrane fibers are spirally wrapped around the perforated

ram air inlet tube, and ram air passes down through the center axis of this

tube. It then flows radially outward over the membrane fibers, enters a

circumferential exit annulus and is vented overboard. The membrane fibers

are epoxied together at both bleed air entrance and exit with a plenum at

each end for gas distribution.

For an air separation module, packaged as a single unit, tne overall

length is estimated to be 50 inches, the diameter 24 inches, and the

assembled weight to be 90 pounds. Actual practice may, however, form the

packaging of the air separation modules into smaller units for reasons of

maintenance, commonality of equipment with smaller aircraft systems, and so

forth. This would result in a slight weight increase.
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Air Separation Module Design

The preliminary design for the DC-1O hollow fiber permeable membrane

based IGG is based on design analysis to optimize the subsystem for the

application. Many of the subsystem parameters directly affect, and are

directly affected by, the air separation module design. To evaluate the

subsystem effects of membrane material, fiber geometry, operating pressure,

ram air sweep flow, and so forth, the iterative digital computer

program was utilized as a design analysis tool. Actual DC-10 design require-

ments were then considered for a wide range of potential solutions.

One of the first chpres for the a.gital computer mathematical model was

the selection of a preliminary design fiber material from numerous potential

candidates. The tabulation of a single numerical value as a "merit para-

meter" for material selection proved unsatisfactory due to the complux

relationship of a ;zrge number of important considerations. Among these ar!

material density, the permeability properties to oxygen and to nitrogen,

and the ratio of those permeability coefficients. Structural properLies ar.

also important. A good material must have a high hoop strength, but in

addition, should show low fatigue sensitivity and should not be brittle

at the operating temperatures. Also important are a high elastic modulus

and low thermal expansion coefficient. Finally, the material must be

resistant to potential contaminants such as aircraft fluids which could

degrade performance. Especially important for the feasibility program

was that the material be available and readilly manufactured into the desired

form.

A large number of available materials were evaluated for the feasibility

demonstration. Table 3-i shows the comparisons of two materials, polymethyl

pentene and silicone rubber. While silicone rubber seems a good choice due
to its high permeability coefficient to oxygen, the lesser permeable poly-

methyl exhibits a superior separation factor (ratio of permeability coeffi-

-Ients)and consid3rably superior structural properties. Without the aid of

detailed iystems analysis, a superf~cial examination may have resulted in

the selec.ion of the maximization of oxygen permeability as the sole merit

parameter. Analysis, however, shows polymethyl pentene to be a superior

candidate than silicone rubber.
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TABLE 3-1 MEMBRANE PROPERTIES

Membrane Material

Polymethyl
Property pen tene 14 Silicone rubber'

Permeability coefficient (oxygen) 27.0* 220*

Permeability coefficient (nitrogen) 6.5* 110*

Separation factor 4.15 2.0

Density, lb/ft3  51.8 65.5

Modulus of elasticity, 105 psi (680F) 1.6 - 2.1 -

Tensile strength at yield, psi (680F) 3500 - 4000 ,-3000

Elongation at yield, % (680 F) ,-2 -550

Elongation at break, % 13 - 20 -

Thermal expansion, in/in - oc 11.7 x 10- 5

Stability to degradation 1 yr at 260°F 200OF continuous

Burning rate, in/min 1.0 "

Resistance to sunlight Poor -

Resistance to acids and alkalies Good -

Resistance to oils Good -

* 1-10 32
x 0-(:m /sec @ NTP) x (cm)/cm) x (cm Hg)

To determine optimum material and tube size, several effects must be simul-

taneously considered. These are the effects of laminar flow pressure drop due

to flow, the stress (or modules) relationship between pressure, tube diameter

and reouired wail thickness, and the state-of-the-art in tube manufacture.

Figure 3-6 shows the relationship for pressure loss as a function of gas velo-

city for tubes of various diameters from 20 to 600 microns. The data plotted

is for nitrogen gas at 700 F, but is fairly representative of low oxygen concen-

tration air. Since design analysis indicates that pressure loss at maximum flow

should be limited to 5 to 8 psi, a relationship tor tube diameter, tube length,

and the number of tubes (gas velocity) can be established.

15'"General Electric Permselective Membranes", Medical Development Operation
Chemical and Medical Division, General Electric Co.
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Figure 3-6. Pressure Drop in Membrane Tubing

For a margin of safety, it was decided to limit hoop stress to 33 per-

cent of the published values for the cdndidate materials. For both candidates

shown in Table 3-1, this works out to about 1000 psi. However, due to the

low modulus of elasticity of silicone rubber, this would result in an

elongation of over 100 percent. Obviously an additional structural criteria

was required. An arbitrary (albeit high) limit of 10 percent elongation

limit was imposed. This resulted in a design .orking stress of 100 psi

for the silicone rubber. Figures 3-7 and 3-8 show the required tube wall

hickniess for polymenthyl pentene and silcone rubber respectively for

various tube diameters and tube p ssures. Also shown are estimates of

manufacturing minimum tube wall thickness for various diameters of the

two materials. As can be seen from Figures 3-7 and 3-8, tube diameters
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in the 20 to 100 micron ran3e and pressures in the 50 to 200 psld range

generally result in polymethyl pentene tubes of wall thickness determined
by manufacturing limitations, wile silicone rubber tubes are limited by

structural requirements.

From the above con31derations, a nominal 50 micron tube diameter

was selected. Two design points were initially considered from the DC-10

descent ;eairements shown in section 2. The first condition is for a

standard day high% speed descent at i2,500 foot altitude resulting in an inert

gas in'low requirement of 13.2 lb/miri. The second point is for a long-

rangc descent at 2500 foot altitude, which requires 11.2 lb/mn. Both

conditions were assumed to allow a peak instaraneous inflow concentration

of 9 percent oxygen. At these conditions, the zrossbleed manifold pressure

is assumed to be 57 psia for the first dsicrn point (12,500 ft-high speed
descent) and 61 psia for the second design point (2500 ft-long range

descent). Figure 3-9 shows the required active hollow fiber membrane

material weight as a futction of turbocompressor boost pressure atio using

ICI publ.shed values o, permeability coefficient at 750F 1. ?olymethyl

pentene required weight conditions drop until the allowable structural

load is achieved, further increases in pressure then begin to increase

material weight as the tube wall th!ckness increases.

Thus the membrane material weight would be optimum for a turbocompressor

boost pressure ratio of 4:1 for polymethyl pentene and 1:1 (no boost turbo-

compressor) for silicone rubber. System preliminary design has resulted in

the selection of a 2:1 boost pressure ratio using the polymethyl pentene

fibers.

To evaluate the effect of the various design options on the resultant

air separation module, several key parameters were parametricafly varied

about a polymethyl pentene air separator design point with a ram air

pressure of 10 psia (10,000 feet) and a bleed air operating pressure of 60 psia

producing a 9 percent oxygen product. The figures discussed below show the

resultant irend in terms of fiber weight, b!eed air inlet flow requirement

and minimum oxygen concentration as the design parameters are varied.
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Figure 3-10 shows the effect on component design as the bleed air pres-

sure is increased from 60 to 240 psia. Component weight is substantially

reduced by increasing the bleed air pressure as long as the allowable

structural requirements do aot require increases In tube wall thickness.

Minimum oxygen concentration also decreases, howver the required bleed

air flow rate into the module drops only slightly. The effect of ram air

pressure also has r substantial effect on the air separator design as can be

seen in Figure 3-11. It is as a result of these two somewhat opposed altitude

reiated effects and flow rate peaks at various altitudes that system operation

must be simulated to calculate potential design points.

The effect of further reducIng the required maximum instantaneous

oxygen concentration below 9 percent is seen in Figure 3-12. For the 60

psia hypothetical operating pressure used in this analysis, reduction to

6 percent would more than double the air separation module weight (at higher

bleed air pressures, the effect is not nearly as drastic).

Ram air flow rate has been designed to be high relative to permeating

gas flow to substentially maintain an ambient oxygen concentration in the

ram air (shell-side) of the separation module. If the ram air flows were

reduced (or eliminated), the oxygen concentration on the ram air side of the

separation module would stabilize at concentration greater than 21 percent

thereby increasing the component weight. The reduced minimum concentration

and increased bleed air inlet flow required are also shown in Figure 3-13.

The effect of increcsing the fiber diameter above the selected nominal

50 micron value is shown In Figure 3-14. If the wall thickness is increased

in proportion to the diameter (a constant stress is maintained), the resultant

separator weight increased very rapidly. If the wall thickness is maintained

at the manufacturing minimum (itself a function of diameter as can be seen

in Figure 3-7),the rate at which the weight Increases with diameter is sub-

stantially reduced. The required tube length however tends to decrease

slightly. The minimum tube size considered due to current state-of-the-art

practice is.20 microns.

Another significant variation is found in the tube wall thickness.

Figure 3-15 shows the results of increased wall thickness for the baseline

50-micron diameter tubes. Thin tube walls are desirable. The weight of the

air separator is found to Ircrease as the square of the wall thickness.
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The data shown on Figures 3-14 and 3-15 relate the effects of fiber manu-

factured on the air separator. As can be seen, closi control of both

diameter and wall thickness is essential to weight control due to the

required increases in module design to accomodate even slightly larger

diameter or slightly thicker walls.

Equally important is the material permeability. The data shown in the

previous figures has been for assumed permeability coefficients for oxygen

and nitrogen respectively of 27.0 x 10"I0 and 6.5 x 10" O (cm3/sec @ NTP)

(cm)/(cm 2) (cm Hg). The effect of variations on material permeability

can also change the design point due to the complex relationship between

inert gas flow demand a,,d ram and bleed air pressures. Figures 3-16 and

3-17 show the effect of other values of both oxygen and nitrogen permeability

coefficients on !eparator air inlet flow and fibev weight respectively.

The design data shown is for either o two potential design points: high

speed descent at 12,500 foot altitude and iong rvinge descent at 2500 foot

altitude in accordance with the DC-10 profiles shown in Section 2; it is

necessary to show both profiles iecause this high speed descent case is

the design point tor the values of permeability coeffic ents used in this

analyst,, but increased values of permeability coefficients switch the

design point to this lower altitude long range descent case. As can be seen

from Figures 3-16 and 3-17, reduced nitrogen coefficients and increased

oxygen coefficients indicate lighter designs requiring less air. Decreased

oxygen coefficients and increased nitrogen coefficients tend to increase the

weight and bleed air requirement.

As can be seen from figures 3-16 and 3-17 the effect of permeability

coefficients other than the baseline values used not only affects the

weight of the air separator, but its bleed air inlet requirement. This in

turn affects filter size, turbocompressor size (and turbine flow) and so

forth. The effect on this total system weight is shown in Figure 3-18. By

selecting adjusted values of permeability coefficient) this adjusted system

weight (frorr preliminary design presented previously in this section) can be

determined.
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FEASIBILITY TEST PROGRAM

To further evaluate the feasibility of hollow fiber permeable membranes

for the separatLn of air, an experimental test program was conducted. The

feasibility test program had five major goals: (1). the successful spinning

of hollow fibers of the material and geometry identified by the preliminary

design analysis, (2) the fabrication of test modules of sufficient scale to

allow the taking of laboratory data and the acctumulation of orerating experi-

ence, (3) the evatuation of potential chemical degradation of the selected

polymeric membrane material due to continued exposure to air, (4) the experi-

mental determination of apparent permeability coefficients for real modules,

and (5) the operation as an air separator to demonstrate the feasibility for

this purpose and to evaluate the accuracy of predictions based on the

iterative digital computer program (a necessary prerequisite to the use of

the mathematical model to the design of larger systems).

Although limited by the program schedule and available funding, con-

siderable success was achieved in all five areas, despite the fact that the

efforts represented first attempts at the extension of a technology to a new

application. The balance of this section is concerned with the fabrication of

the test hardware and the results of the test program. The test data and a

discussion of the meaning of the data are presented in this section.

Test Hardware

To conduct the test program planned to demonstrate the Feasibility of

hollow fiber permeable membrane application to inert gas generation sub-

systems, it was necessary to fabricate unique test hardware. The development

of this hardware can be conveniently discussed in three phases: (1) the

spinning of a hollow fiber of the selected material to specified dimensions,

(2) the assembly of the small spiral wrapped test module used for initial

permeability measurements and performance degradation checks; and (3) "he

fabrication of the large scale parallel fiber module for apparent permea-

bility coefficient testing and air separation tests over a wide temperature

range.

1. PolynMthyl Pentene Fibers

Following the selection of polymethyl pentene as a candidate membrane

material for demonstration of the feasibility of the application of hollow
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fiber technology to IGG subsystems, an effort to have tubes of this material

manufattured for evaluation was Initiated. Dow Chemical, U.S.A., who had

assisted AiResearch by supplying data on a number of candidate materials

which were analytically evaluated for merit figure, was selected.

The Phase I preliminary design,"used in IGG subsystems tradeoff and

selection, was based on the use of polymethyl pentene fibers of 50 micron

(0.0020 in.) inside diameter and a 6 to 7,micron (0.00025 in.) wall thickness

displaying permeability properties per the chemical suppliers data ".

After a considerable effort, polymethyl pentene fibers with nominal dimensions

near the design goals were developed which began to demoistrate structural

properties satisfactory for feasibility testing.

Fibers of 50 to 55 micron of a nominal I0 micron wall thickness were con-

tinuously spun using modifications to the spinnerettes and tools used for

hollow fiber membranes several times the required size for applications to

liquid flow. In September 1973, sufficient quantities of fiber of

repeatable geometry were manufactured and the decision to fabricate the

small-scale spiral wrapped unit for initial testing was made.

2. Small Scale Spiral Wrapped Module

The polymethyl pentene fibers from these initial runs were fea to d

textile winder where a fiber wrapred element consisting of 000 wraps

of this small fiber, 16 in tow about a central distribution tube was con-

structed. The ends of the wrapped element were then bonded by a Dow poly-

urethane bond into a polycarbonate case used to package laboratory "mini-plani"

modules. Finally, the ends of the polyurethane bond and the enclosed loops of

the fibers were machined flat to expose the open ends of the polymethyl

pentene f i be rs.

A photograph of the test module, modified at AiResearch to provide

external leakage seals consistent with the required test measurements, is

shown as Figure 3-19. A schematic diagram of the basic structure and flow

passages is shown as Figure 3-20. A photograph showing the resultant spiral

wrap for the control of ram air (shell-side) flow channeling is shown as

Figure 3-2',and a view of the exposed fiber ends at the ram air inlet end is

shown as Figure 3-22. Configuration data is tabulated in Appendix B.
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Although the test module was successful in providing a test bed for the

critical apparent permeability coefficient and successfully operated for 1,000

hours without degradation using laboratory air as a working gas, its use was

limited by the application for which the 'lmini:plant" design was intended.

Most significantly, differential pressure across the tube-sheets was limited

to 5 psid. This was to strongly influence the modules testing.

3. Large Scale Parallel Fiber Module

With the encouragement of the initial successes of the small spiral

wrapped unit and the continued development of 50 to 55 micron nominal inside

diameter polymethyl pentene fibers, a large scale module was assembled which

would not be limited by tube sheet differential pressure, and of sufficient

size to permit scale laboratory testing (over 2500 ft2 actual area). This unit

was fabricated to allow removal of the hollow fiber assembly from the case, a

decision which was to prove invaluable for later disassembly and repair.

Due to limitations requiring the use of existing equipment, the large

scale module was constructed by a wrapping procedure resulting in nearly

parallel fibers, rather than the spiral wrap used for the small scale module.

Limitation to the application of the existing tools to this first assembly of

a sma!i fiber resulted in somewhat more damage to fibers than was anticipated

(as LVidenced by some broken fibers noted during wrapping). Although current

technology would permit the construction of a more leak-free unit, again

schedule and limited funds were a part in the decision to test this module,

felt to be adequate for a feasibility demonstration.

The unit was delivered for testing in December 1973. A schematic draw-

ing.of the test module is shown in Figure 3-23. A photograph of the assembled

module is shown as Figure 3-24.

Configuration data is tabu;eted in Appendix B.

Test Program

Experimental feasibility evaluation test programs were initiated for

both.the small spiral wrapped test module and the large scale parallel fiber

test module. The small spiral wrapped test module was used for the first

laboratory measurement of polymethyl pentene permeability coefficients under

this program. This unit was then subjected to continuous operation with

exposure to ambient air in order to evaluate any potential chemical degra-

dation.
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Figure 3-24. Large Scale Parallel Fiber Test Module
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The large scale parallel fiber test module was subjected to tests for the

experimental measurement of permeability coefficients over a wide range of

temperatures and pressures This larger unit vias also used to demonstrate the

air separation cap6bility of polymethyl pentee hollow fiber permeable

membrane modules,

In the presentation of the test data that follows, the hollow fiber

permeable membrane module is discussed in terms of its installation as a

component of an IGG. Thus, the high pressure air on the tube-side of the

module is referred to as the bleed air and the low pressure air on the shell-

side of the module is referred to as the ram air. The nitrogen enriched bleed

air at the outlet of the high pressure tube-side is termed the process gas,

which is delivered on demand to the fuel tanks. (The term Inert gas has

been reserved for process gas with oxygen concentrations below 9%.) The major

separation tests were operated over a broad range of process gas demand

flows, resulting in process gas oxygen concentrations from the inert gas

range through near ambient concentrations to verify analytical predictions

for widely varying conditions.

1. Chemical Degradation Life Test

The small spiral wrapped test module was used for the life test program.

Due to the 5 psid pressure limitations, operating pressures representative of

IGG applications could not be used, therefore, alternate procedures were con-

sidered. The procedure selected consisted of introducing laboratory air at

a nominal pressure of 5 psig into the bleed air passages (tube-side) and

nitrogen gas at pressure slightly above ambient through the ram air passages

(shell-side). Bleed air flow rate was controlled by a needle valve on the

bleed air outlet. The performance tests consisted of measuring the bleed air

outlet concentration as a function of flow rate. An alternative test procedure

considered the use of laboratory air in the ram air side at near ambient

pr,-,ssure. While this more closely simulates the actual shell side conditions,

the tube side pressure of 5 psig limits the minimum oxygen concentration at

vhe outlet to 17 percent as can be seen from the limit equation developed in

Appendi; A (Equation A-21). Since it was desirable to r.:asure the pe:'for-

mance over a wide range of bleed air outlet concentrations, this procedure

was rejected in favor of the use of nitrogen gas on the ram air side.
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Life testing was initiated on October 15, 1973 and continued through
November 26, 1973. This test period, slightly in excess of 1000 hours, was

conducted with the flow rate set to experimentally achieve a nominal 8 percent

oxygen concentration in the bleed air outlet flow. At approximately 250

hour intervals, the flow rate was varied over the test range and resultant

oxygen concentration was recorded. The test data is shown as Figure 3-25.

Experimental test data is summarized in Appendix C.

The experimental data revealed no degradation trend as a result of

exposure to laboratory air for the 1000 hour test period. In addition to

the test data, Figure 3-25 also shows the results predicted by the finite dif-

ference digital computer program. Predictions are shown for permeability

coefficients both from ICI literature, and from AiResearch permeability tests

conducted prior to the life tests.

The test data clearly shows good correlations with predicted values as

well as good sta.bility during the 1,000 hour test period. Following the

evaluation of this data, the large scale test module was fabricated.

2. Apparent Permeability Coefficient Measurement

Single gas permeabilities for the large scale laboratory rnvadule were

determined in the same manner as single gas permeabilities were determined for

the small scale module, that is, mass flow measurements were made with

essentially constant pressure on each side of the membrane following a purge

sweep of sufficient duration of both sides with the test gas. Due to reasonably

large permeation rates (as high as 30 lb/hr for oxygen at high differential

pressures) there was a measurable pressure drop on the tube side and a smaller

but not negligible pressure drop on the shell side. The arithmetic averages

of the inlet and outlet pressures were taken as the mean pressures for each

side of the membrane. The difference of these mean pressures between the tube

and shell side were then used to establish the partial pressure driving force

for the permeation in the calculation of apparent permaability coefficient.

The Inlet tube side pressure, however, has been used as a nominal characteristic

pressure for data correlation in the following figures. Experimental evalua-

tion of the permeability coefficients can be expressed by the following

equation:

1 = (M) (3-.o )
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where 1P = the apparent permeability coefficient

AS = surface area

th = thickness

M = measured mass flow rate

AP = mean partial pressure difference driving force
During the course of testing, data were taken and permeability coefficients

determined at various temperatures throughout the range of 00 to 160°F and tube

side inlet pressures from a nominal 10 to 50 psig. During the evaluation of

the initial data, inconsistency in reproducibility was noted, particularly

following exposure to sub-ambient temperatures. Subsequent test module

disassembly showed this is the result of improperly machined O-ring grooves

and some leakage through temporary plugs of voids in the tube sheet at the

exit end of the test unit. Both the O-ring sealing problems and the void plugs

were repaired and testing continued with subsequent data showing improved

reproducibility. Figure 3-26 is a photograph of the disassembled test module

showing the general construction. Figure 3-27 shows the O-ring grooves

machined into the tube sheet prior to modification. Figures 3-28 and 3-29 show

the tube sheet at this exit end of the test module following removal of

temporary void plugs and re-drilling and following completion of repairs

respectively.

Tube sheet void defects were located by a technique of flooding the

tube sheet with water and placing a low nitrogen gas pressure on the ram air

(shell-side) of the tube unit. The rate of bubble formation was determined

to be an indication of leakage. Small bubbles formed slowly over the entire

tube sheet, indicative of gas permeation. In a few select locations,

adjacent to the temporary plugs larger bubbles formed rapidly, Indicative of

tube sheet void leakage. A photograph of the bubble formation can be seen in

Figure 3-30 and 3-31.

Although the tube sheet repairs impacted the test schedule, resulting in

the loss of valuable test time, significant experience in the practical repair

of a damaged or partially defective module was gained. Since this module is

the first of its kind ever assembled, the occurrence of tube-sheet voids is

not felt to be representative of production hardware. In addition, the

feasibility of module repair was demonstrated.
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Experimentally determined aDoparent permeability coefficients for nitrogen

as a function of time are shown on Figure 3-32. Since. data evaluation indica-

ted a slight tendency for permeability coefficient to increase with increas-

ing nominol inlet pressures, this figtire represents data taken at nominal

10 psig inlet pressures only. Data is shown for 60°F and 70°F test points.

Reduction of th earlier test data indicated the non-reproducibility shown

on the left hand side of these figures and led to the unit tear-down and

repair. Subsequent to this repair, a definite improvement in data repeata-

bilbity can be noted. In addition, a significant change :n the testing

procedure was instituted following these repairs. This established 60OF as a

nominal data base point which was repeated, following both the high and low

temperature single gas testing and following each air separation test at

400, 600 and 140 0F. The sequence to tasting is shown in Table 3-2.

The units of apparent permeability coefficient as shown in rhe data

summary tables of Appendicies D, E and F indicate the apparent transmembrane

transfer rate in cubic centimeters per second at normal temperature and

pressure. It should be noted that normal temperature and pressure is taken

as one atmosphere at 70°F and that volumetric flow rate at a set condition is

essentially a unit of mass; transfer and not volume.

Because of the unrepeatable nature of the pre-repair test data, (included

!n summary form, however, in Appendix F) the remainder of the single gas

permeation test curves shown in this saction exclude this early data and con-

sider only data following the successful repair of the unit. Figures 3-33

and 3-34 show the experimentally measured value of apparent permeability

coefficient as a function of temperature for nitrogen ano oxygen, respectively,

throughout the range of 00to 160 0F. For the baseline 60°F data, test po~nts

were taken increasing in 10 psi increments from 10 psig to 50 psig and then

decreasing in 10 psi increments again to 10 psig. For other temperatures,

that is, Oto 40°F and 80Pto 1600 F, a similar sequence of measurements was

made. However) the pressures were from 10 to 30 and back to 10 psig. These

pressures are nominal inlet pressures to the tube side of the unit. The

nominal shell side pressure is slightly in excess of ambient. ActuU. mean

AP's were used in computation of the apparent permeahility coefficients.
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From the data shown on Figures 3-33 and 3-34, it can be seen that the

meAsured values of the apparent permeability coefficient for both nitrogen and

oxygen Increase with Increasing temperatures as may be expected by observation

of the equations presented In Appendix A. Two additional effects are tenta-

tively noted. These are an apparent increase in permeability coefficients
with increasing pressure at constant temperature, and an apparent hysteresis

lag wherein permeability coefficients measured during decreasing pressures are

higher than those measured during increasing pressures. A sample plot is shown

as Figure 3-35. Although a pattern is difficult to establish due to experi-

mental scatter and the lack of a great number of test data points, the apparent

pressure effect, while s3emingly an indication that the diffusion coefficient

per Fick's first law of diffusion (Equation A-I of Appendix A), or the solu-

bility coefficient per Henry's law (Equation A-5 of Appendix A) are not in fact

constant with pressure. Since these are gross measurements on an engineering

unit, they also include a leakage factor which may be somewhat nonlinear with

pressure.

The values of apparent permeability coefficients at a nominal 30 psig

inlet pressure are plotted as a function of temperature in Figures 3-36 and

3-37 for nitrogen and oxygen, respectively. A smooth curve has been drawn

through these points in order to establish permeability coefficients for

use in the forward difference digital computer program used to analyze the

air separation data reported later in this section.

It is of interest to compare the apparent permeability coefficients from

Figures 3-36 and 3-37 with the permeability coefficients of polymethyl pentene
found by other investigations. Imperial Chemical Industries report

10i - 10
permeabilities of 6.5 x 10 and 27 x 10 (in consistent units) for nitro-

gen and oxygen respectively, at 750 F. Yasuda and Rosengren 16 report a permea-

bility range of 6.4 to 13.5 x I0"10 for nitrogen and 26.0 to 45.6 x 10 10 for
oxygen at unspecified, but presumably ambient temperature, Neither investiga-

tor reports the partial pressure. From Figures 3-36 and 3-37 Zhe apparent per-

meability coefficient values at 75°F as measured at AiResearch were 12.8

x 1010 and 30.7 x 10 1respectively, for nitrogen and oxygen, Although

these values are within the range measured by Yasuda and Rosengren, they are
both higher than those reported by International Chemical Industries.

16 H. Vasuda and K. J. Rosengren, J. Appl. Pol. Sc7 14, 2839 (1970).
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Figure 3-35. Experimental Coefficient as a Function of Test Pressure
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When evaluated on a percentage basis, the measured nitrogen ,ermabil ity

coefficient Increase seems to be considerably greater than that of the measured

oxygen permeability coefficient. It must be remembered. that these values

include some leakage through fibers, tube sheetz, seals, and so forth.

The leakage rate of both oxygen and nitrogen through Verious models can be cal-

culated, It can be shown that the expected leakage rate difference through a

given leakage path between oxygen and nitrogen do not differ too widely. Since

the apparent permeability coefficient is proportional to the measured mass flow

rate at a given pressure difference, it can be expected 'hat whether oxygen or

nitrogen is used there is an approximately equal additional component due to

leakage, which would of course, tend to reduce the values of the apparent mea-

sured permeability coefficients by approximately constant values.

The effect of leakage on permeability separation factor (ratio of oxygen

to nitrogen permeability coefficients) can be signif;cant due tc its effect on
both parameters of the ratio. Uncorrected test result, at 750 F show an experi-

mental separator factor of 2.4 (using 30.7 x 10" 10 for oxygen and 12.8 x 10710

for nitrogen). If it is assumed that the large stale module leakage to oxygen
was between 0 and 25% of the measured total, the effect of this leakage cor-

rection on tube permeability separation factor can be established by applying

the assumptions discussed above. Figure 3-38 shows the corrected separator

factor as a function of possible oxygen leakage fraction. Thus the separation

factor from the previously a .; ,-d literature values of permeability coeffi-

cients (4.15) could result ' ii ,proximately 19% of the measured oxygen flow was

as a result of.leakage. This would reduce corrected permeability coefficients

to approximately 24.9 x 10-
10 and 6.0 x 1 0- 10 for oxygen and nitrojen

respectively. If the ratio of tube wall thickness to membrane surface area

used in the calculations were in error by about 15% in addition, the exact

,values from the ICI literature could be reproduced,

While the above example is merely speculative, since neither the leakage

fraction or possible dimensional errors are accurately known, the analysis is

demonstrative of the influence of these parameters. The establishment of leakage

factors and dimensional uncertainty requirements to reproduce the exact IN litera-

ture values are not impossible, Analysis of the snall spiral w,'ap module's sepa-
' ration factor and that of the iarge scale parallel fiber rodule prior to low ter-

perature testing and disassembly for repair s:ow higher separation factor:. Since

t 0
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leakage can never increase the separation factor, the true value can not be less

thet the highest test value assuming that the two permeability coeffif.ients are

stable. A strong case for coefficient stability can be made as a result of the

1000 hour degradation check.

As discussed in Appendix A, it has been suggested that the permeabiiity

of certain polymeric materials to gases can be represented by an activation

energy equation wherein the permeability .t a given temperature is exponentially

related to the reciprocal of the absolute temperature. To determine the relia-

bility of this equation, in describing the test data through the test range, the,

logarithm of the permeab'lity coefficient has been plotted as a turction of the

reciprocal of the absolute temperature for n,.rogen and oxygen in Figure 3-39,
for both the 10 psi9 an 30 psig, tube side nominal inlet pressures. On this

semilog plot, if the relbtionship were valid, the data would fall on a straight

line throughout the range of temperatures. As can be seen from Figure 3-39,

tnis is not the case over the entire range, but may be approximately valid over

more narrow temperature ranges. Of signiricance is the fact that the glass

transition temperature for the polymethyl pentene fiber is approximately 850 F.

At this point, since significant molecular structure transition occurs, some

experimente.s have reported appropriate changes in the permeability behavior

of materials at the glass transition temperature. ey .onsiderint, this data in

terms of two ranges, 1000 to 1600 F, and 60°F to 0°F, it can be seen that fair

correlation to the linear relationships are achieved.

3. Air Separation Tests and Performance Prediction

The real significance of measured permeabi;ity data can be determined

only when these values are used to predict the results, and are compared with

experimentally determined air separation data. In order to verify the capa-

bility of the finite difference computer program to predict air separation

performance, and to evaluate the use of measured apparent permeability coeffi-

cients in that program, air reparation tests were run at the bas;- line 600F
0temperature as well as additional tests at 40 and 1400F. At the base line

temperature of 600F, data were takan for both 3,) and 5n nsln nor'dnil inlet
0 

pressures. At other temperatures of 40 and 1400F, data were taken at only

30 psig inlet pressures. The tube side outlet flow rate was varied from 0.5

to 10 lb per hour while a sweep inlet flow rate was vaiiej from 5 to 30 pounds

per hour. Two separate types of tests were conducted. rhe first maintainud
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a constant sweep ram inlet flow with a varied demand outlet tube side flow.

The experimentally determined values of process gas outlet oxygen concentra-

tion were then plotted against process outlet floW rate. A second type of test

held the process outlet flow rate constant and varied the ram side sweep flow

to experimentally determine the value of increasing the ram air sweep flow.

Given the necessary parameters, the computer program calculated the tube

side outlet oxygen concentration for various tube side flow rates. The

necessary input parameters include the unit geometry, oxygen and nitrogen

permeability coefficients and tube and shell side total pressures as well

as tube side inlet oxygen concentration and an average shell side oxygen

concentration. The permeability coefficients used in the program were

determined from the previously described single gas permeability data. It was

decided to use single gas permeabilitles for the same total pressure as

the nominal air inlet pressure since there seems to be some indication that

the measured apparent permeability coefficients are somewhat pressure dependent
functions. Of course, even if permeability is a function of pressure,
the single gas tests were unable to differentiate between total pressure and

' partial pressure dependency. In any case, the permeability coefficients used

for the computed curves in Figures 3-40, 3-41, and 3-4+2, were taken from the

smooth curves constructed through the data of Figures 3-36 and 3-37. The actual

test temperatures were used at each test data point as were the mean values

of prtssure on both the tube and shell side of the unit. The data presented

on the curves of Figures 3-40, 3-41 and 3-42 however, are grouped into the

nominal temperature range for clarity of presentation. The unit temperatures

were never more than plus or minus 20F from the nominal range. The data

shown on Figure 3-40 clearly indicate the close correlation of experimental

values with computer predicted value for both 30 psig and 50 psig cases. It

should be noted that since the same computer progran, was used for the designs
discussed earlier in this report, the performance predicted for those designs

is felt to be a realistic estimate of that achievable. The sweep inlet

flow used in the testing presented in Figure 3-40 was 30 lb/hr. Test data
are summarized in Appendix E where an example of the use of the digital
computer proyram for data prediction is shown.
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Limitations in the digital computer program require constant total

pressures for both tube and shell side as a part of the Input. It was

found expeditious to use the actual measured pressOre drop data to determine

mean tube side and shell side total pressures as was done for the single gas

calcutations. Shell side concentrations were calculated from the measured

inlet concentrations and the measured inlet and outlet flow rates. Tube

side concentrations were Iteratively calculated to determine the tube side

oxygen concentration at any given point.

Data for 40OF and 140OF are shown in Figures 3-41 and 3-42 for air

separation with 30 lb/hr sweep Inflow rate, respectively. This data are for

tube side Inlet pressures of a nominal 30 psig. Again, computed and experi-

mental data show fairly good correlation.

A comparison of the experimental and computed curves of Figures 3-40, 3-41

and 3-42 indicate the ability of closely predicting the membrane per-

formance of mass transfer units, using the techniques discussed above. In

addition, the tests clearly demonstrate the air separation capability of the

test units.

Analytical predictions discussed previously in this section indicate

the process air outlet concentration to be a function of ram air :niet flow

rates to the extent this tends to reduce the resultant oxygen concentration

increase on the ram air shell-side of the module. Although the analysis shows

the resultant process gas concentration to be a weaker function of ram air

flow rate than of process outlet bleed air flow rate, the air separa-

tion tests included parametric variations of the ram air inlet flow rate to

experimentally determine correlation.

Both experimental and computer prediction data for two conditions are

shown in Figure 3-43. Although the data are limited to only three data

points for each condition, a general correlation trend is achieved. The 20

lb/hr ram alr inlet flow for the 30 psig nominal bleed air pressure case is

the sole exception (of the six experimental data points shown). The measured
concentration at the hig h flow rate exceeded those at lower ram air inlet

flows. Since this trend would not be predicted by the equations of Appendix A

or by the mathematical model, it is assumed that the data point is not typical,
or possibly shows.some air flow channeling resulting in local oxygen concentra-

tion buildup as a result of this very high flow.
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SECTION 4

OWNERSH IP CONSIDEPATIONS

A feasibility analysis of the application of hollow fiber permeable

membrane Inert gas generator (IGG) to fuel tank inerting must include owner-

ship considerations as well as technical feasibility. Principle ownership

considerations of day-to-day operational logistic support and economic

vialility are discussed in this section.

OPERATING SUPPORT

A principle advantage of IGG based fuel tank inerting, in addition to

a corisiderable projected savings In weight, is found In its freedom from

* logistical support in day-to-day operation. While maintenance support,

typical of a.rborne pneumatic systems is required, it is the elimination of

the resupply of the expendabie inert gas to onboard storage vessels that is

considered a significant ownership advantage.

The elimination of inert gas resuppl, will allow the adoption of fuel

tank inerting without the need for a new class of ground service vehicles

to meet and service aircraft during the short turn-around stops which are

a normal part of current operations. Also eliminated is the setup of a

network of resupplv storage equipment at key airports and the expense of an

expendable fluid, as well as the risk associated with the operation of an

aircraft dispatch required safety system which could be rendered unusable

due to resupply problems beyond the control of a commercial carrier.

The flexibility of IGG systems are also a consideration in the

feasibility of their potential use. While inert gas storage based fuel tank

inerting systems are limited in flight profile flexibility, especially the

number of descents prior to resupply, IGG based Inerting systems are seen to

be independent of flight profile variations subject only to the operation

within design descent rates.

COST CONS IDERATIONS

No system is feasible unless It is economically practical. One measure

of this feasibility is a comparison of alternatives to determine economic

viability. In the case of an airborne system, the cost of ownership over

the life of the aircraft must be a factor in the comparison. While the

comparative analysis of the hollow fiber permeable membrane IGG of this

report with competitive approaches Is beyond the scope of this report, an

4-I



analysis of the costs associated with this IGG system have been made. The

remainder of this section Is devoted to a discus, ion of the rough order of

magnitude costs presented and the assumptions up6n which they are based. The

costs of ownership are discussed under the major cost pr'ojectior categories:

initial costs, maintenance costs, and operating costs.

Initial Costs

Initial cost may, in turn, be considered in terms of hardware procure-

ment costs and the non-recurring costs associated with a particular applica-

tilon.

. An estimate of non-recurring costs for tzhe preliminary design of a
I DC-10 system as discussed in Secticn 3 has been made. The schematic diagram

is repeated as Figure 4-1. Based on 1974 costs, a budgetary $1.5 million

has been estimated for the design, development and ,ualification of a hollow

fiber permeable membrane IGG fuel tank inerting system following the cor-

pletion of the program outlined in Section 5. This figure is exclusive of

IAGE, !LS or other specific data items as well as airframe instaliation.

The estimated production hardware cost range has been established at

$20,000 to $30,000 per shipset based on the system of figure 4-1 on a

100 unit basis. The air separation module repiesents the area of the least

cost experience. Following the completion of the program recommended in

Section 5, large production runs of single modules may reduce air separation

module cost below 5¢ per square foot of active surface area. Initial proto-

type and production material costs however may run as high as an order of

magnitude above final production costs for this one component.

The balance of the system components are based on current costs for

similar aircraft Environmental Control System (ECS) production components.

Maintenance Costs

Maintenance costs are best considered on a statistical basis over the

life of the equipment. To evaluate these costs, the existing, approved,

support plan currently in effect for the DC-10 was used as a baseline for

the component maintenance and maintenance supp. rt used to determine

estimated maintenance costs.

Those elements pertinent to the maintenance support cost are summarized

in Table 4-1. A number of key cost related assumptions are required to

estab!ish operating life. Where backgrouna data are available, hislorical

S,.4-2
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TABLE 4-1. SUMMARY OF MAINTENANCE COST OF OWNERSHIP ELEMENTS

I. AGE Costs per Flight Hour ..................... $0.0535555

2. On-Aircraft Preventive Maintenance Manhour per .............. 0.0322500

Flight Hour (MMH/FH)

3. On-Aircraft Preventive Maintenance Spares Cost per .......... 0.0172500

Flight Hour

4. On-Aircraft Corrective Maintenance Labor Costs .............. 0.0250522

(1H/1/OH x 2.05 x Rate)

5. On-Aircraft Corrective Maintenance Material Costs per ....... 0.1109870

Flight Hour (Operating Hour Costs x 2.05)

6. Shop Repair Labor Costs (MMH/OH x 2.05 x Rate) .............. 0.0992877

7. Shop Repair latorials Costs per Flight Hour (OH x 2.05) ..... 1.4693450

8. Rotatable Spares Cycle (Price of I set of repairables ....... 0.0222450

for the life cycle plus 2-1/2% per annum) per Flight

Hour to support 1-25 aircraft for 20 years

Listed cost to support 25 aircraft

Maintenance Logistics Costs per Flight Hour, Total .......... $1.8299724

4- 4
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information has been used per the assumptions outlined in Table 4-2 with the

costs based on 1974 dillars. Those cost elements attributable to performance

of maintenance are comparable to those presently.being demonstrated on other

DC-10 pneumatic systems.

* The data presented In table 4-i are the result of a preliminary quanti-

tative maintainability program study to evaluate scheduled on-aircraft

preventive maintenance, on-aircraft corrective maintenance, and shop

repairs. Each component has been evaluated in terms of task definition,

maintenance crew size, maintenance man hours per task, task frequency and

finally maintenance man hours per flight hour.

The t~tal cost projection of $1.83 per flight hour shown in Table 4-1

is for the complete inerting system of Figure 4-1. Previous analysis of

inert gas storage based fuel tank inerting systems have shown comparable

values for LN2 systems.

Operating Costs

From the same approved DC-10, support plan used for the determination

of maintenance costs, a typical flight profile and the average energies

used for various flight phases by the IGG fuel tank inerting system have

been tabulated in Table 4-3. The standard DC-1O flight profile from the

approved support plan while different from the inerting system critical

design mission of Section 2, is used for the determination of projected

operating costs.

Table 4-4 shows the penalties assumed for the energy usage and system

weight. These values were used to compute elements of fuel cost and the

cost due to system weight.

Because of the low incremental increase in bleed airflow requirements

needed by the IGG based fuel tank inerting system, the existing DC-lO

pneumatic system is assumed able to provide the small added requirement.

Because of the action of the bleed air control system, as discussed in

Section 2, high stage bleed air was used for descent. However, low stage

bleed air was used for the baiance of the flight profile. The APU was

used for :lA ground operations.

Fuel cost was assuimed to be 350 per gal! .

'able 4-5 shov,, the fuel consumed for each of the basic mission elements

for each of the energies. The total operating cost is estimated at S3.58/

flight hour based on the 1.6 hour flight profile.

4-5
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TABLE /4-2. MAINTENANCE COST ASSUMPTIONS

Equipment Dosign Life (except air separation module)*(years) .... 20

Aircraft Utilization in Flight Hours (annual) ................... 600

Typical Operator, Fleet Size (DC-l aircraft) ................... 25

Ratio Engine Operation to Aircraft Flight Hours ................ 1.3:!

Ratio Aircraft Flight Hours to APU Operating Hours .............. 1:0.75

Ratio Inerttng System Operating Hours to Aircraft Flight Hours .. 2.05:1

Annual Inventory Tax on Non-consumable Spares and AGE ........... 2.5%

Inventory Control and Tax Charges for Repair Materials .......... 15%

(Spares cost x 1.15)

AGE Life in Years ............................................ . 20

New (Pe.uliar) AGE Costs ........................................ $64,300.00

Can-'n AGE ard Tools ...................................... N/A

Labor Rate per Hour ............................................. 10.7-5

*Estimated air seraration module life of 2 years was assumed.

44-



TABLE 4-3. ESTIMATED ENERGIES USED DURING A STANDARD DC-10 FLIGHT PROFILE

Time B!eed Ram System Instal led
Flight Increment Airflow Airflow Weight Weight
Condition (Hrs) (lb/min) (lb/min) (Ib) (Ib)

Ground (APU) 0.20 20 4.0 hp 320 416
for fan

Climb 0.30 22 65 320 416

Cruise 1.0 4 15 320 416

" Descent 0.30 27 50 320 416

Landing 0.20 20 4.0 hp 320 416
rollout and
taxi APU

f Ih

.Flight segment = 1.6 hours
Tota! flight hours/year = 36C0 hours

i
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TABLE 4-4. PENALTIES FOR POWER USAGE AND WEIGHT

Power Service or
Weight Item Penalty

lb fuel/hrRam air 0..64 lb air/min

Fan air 4 lb fuel/hr

0.407 ib air!min

Midstage bleed air 0.958 lb fuel/hr

High-stage bleed air 1.531 lb fuel/hr

Shaft power 0.237 lb fuel/hr1 .3 hp

Fuel (for PU) 1.0 lb fuel/hr

lb ai r/mi

Equipment weight (except APU) 0.094 lb fuel/hr

APU weight 0.130 lb fuel/hr
l b APU wt

Installed weight (except APU) 1.3 lb installed wt
lb equip wtlb installed wt

Installed weight (APU) 1.8 lb instaled
lb APU wt

IL U. -'-
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SECTION 5

PROGRAM CONCLUSIONS

From related background reports and as a result of thi. feasibility study

and from laboratory demonstration for the on-board generation of an inert gas

suitable for fuel*tank inarting of a transport aircraft, a considerable amount

of information has been developed. From this information, pertinent conclu-

sions regarding the systems studied for the intended application can be drawn.

Tne following conclusions are based on the findings of this study and

demonstration program as well as a review of related previous programs. The

conclusions are summarized and presented with supporting rationale. At the

outset, it should be noted that the successful laboratory demonstration of

air separation by a hollow fiber permeable membrane module, to produce an inert

gas to a predictable performance in concentrations sufficient for explosion

suppression, has proven the feasibility of inert gas generation as a viable

alternative to LN2 storage for nitrogen inerting. Detail conclusions follow:

0 Various means of explosion prevention systems are being considered for

applications to commercial transport aircraft fuel tank ullage and vent

systems. One of the systems successfully demonstrated has been the use

of nitrogen gas to replace the air environment currently found in the

fuel ullage.

While consideration of fuel tank inerting as a means to reduce the

hazard of explosion may be traced to at least the second World War,

recent demonstrations using nitrogen gas have been made. These

systems have used liquid nitrogen storage to supply the inert gas.

Both military and civilian aircraft have been used as flying test

beds. More recently, the Air Force has begun the first production

contract for a retrofit of the C-5A Galaxy. Liquid nitrogen has been

used as a means of reducing the weight and volume penalty associated

wlth these systems.

5-1
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* Due to the large quantities of inert gas required for fuel replacement

and ellage repressurization, a considerable inert gas storage require-

ment results. The quantity is further increased by the requirement to

design for several flight "legs" and by the need for flexibility.

economic consideration and .past commercial transodrt experience

with LN 2 for other purposes Indicate storage and supply at selected

airports. Flight var;ations require the consideration of alternate

fields which may result in additional descent repressurization

requirements. The overall system weights are largely determined by

required LN2 storage capacity.

o The use of LN2 storage for fuel tank inerting systems will require

modification to existing commercial transport operational procedures

and will result in an operating cost associated with the resupply of

the inert gas.

Operational changes will include the need for additional ground

service vehicles to resupply LN2 to meet airport turn-around

requirements. Operating costs associated with LN2 based fuel
tank Inerting systems will include resupply of the inert gas.

0 The complete absence of ovgen is not required to establish a gas

suitable for fuel tank inerting purposes.

Studies conducted by both military and civilian agencies have

shown that oxygen concentrations as high as 12% by volume wIll
not support combustion, even under optimum fuel vapor concentra-

tions. For the purposes of this study, a limit of 97 oxygen was

established.

0 Inery Gas Generation (IGG) systems capable of the generation of a

product containing less than 9X oxygen from the air are feasible.

Both the use of hollow fiber permeable membranes and the catalytic

reaction of oxygen from the air using aircraft fuel has been demon-

strated. Preliminary desig, inlicates that an IGG system will weigh a

fraction of a liquid nitrob-n system designed to DC-1O fuel tank inerting

requirements and will require no special logistic considerations.

Using the DC-1O as a design baseline, several candidate IGG

systems were evaluated. The development of the catalytic

combustor continues under Air Force sponsorship.
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This study is the first to consider the application of hollow fiber

permeable membranes. Although preliminary designs show the membrane

system to be slightly heavier than the catalytic reactor, the

subsystem offers the potential for reliable operation without the
addition of new ignition s6urces or the generation of potentially

harmful byproducts which could collect In the fuel tanks.

A fuel tank inerting system based on hollow fiber permeable membrane

generation of inert gas contains many of the components normally a part

of an aircraft ECS. Only the hollow fiber module requires adaption of a

new technology.

The balance of the systam consists of air-to-air heat exchangers,

flow and temperature control valves and sensors, turbocompressors

and electronic controls, all of which have established records of

reliability and maintainability.

* The feasibility of holloi fiber permeable membrane air separation has

been demonstrated analytically and during laboratory testing.

Laboratory operation using air to simulate both bleed air and

ram air flows have demonstrated the capability to produce an

inert gas suitable for tank inerting. A mathematical model has

been formulated which is capable of closely predicting complex

test results. The modei has been used to establish a preliminary

design for the DC-lO.
* Using available materials, fibers closely approaching the specified

geometry, and modules demonstrative of air separation were constructed

within the limited schedule and funding of the program. The fabrica-

tion of fibars of the specified dimension and modules showing full

design performance appears possible with additional development.

The full development cycle for the materials of the Feasibility

demonstration was approximately six months from design goal

identification to delivery of the test hardware. This represents

the first attempt to spin the identified material and fabricate

modules of the type tested. The learning curve associated with

this first attempt indicates continued progress toward meeting
all design goals. The material selected for the test program

was polynethyl pentene polymer.
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• A preliminary design for an Inert gas generator (IGG) fuel tank Inerting

system for a DC-1O has been completed. The system weight is estimated at

320 lb.

The estimated weight is for a system with a hollow fiber polymethyl

pentene air separation module; published material properties and

optimum tube geometry were cons!dered.

e Testing has damonstrated the ability of polymethyl pentene to perform

without degradation following a continuous exposure to "real" air under

simulated operating conditions for over 1000 hours.

Although necessarily at low test pressures, no permeability degrada-

tion was noted by chemical reaction with laboratory air during the

test period.

0 Repair of test units to seal fiber damage is feasible.

During the course of the program, the repair of an epoxy tube-

sheet was required due to voids which occurred during manufacture.
A simple mechanical repair was achieved.

5-I
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APPENDIX A

MEMBRANE GAS TRANSFER

This appendix is Included to provide readers unfamiliar with the theory

of membrane gas transfer a brief explanation of this mechanism. The treatment

herein is not Intended to be a comprehensive review of theory but rather is

intended to summarize the basic equations to provide an Introduction or review

of the principles in sufficient detail to permit an understanding of the dis-

cussion in the body of the report. While more detailed treatments are avail-
9) 10) 1 1) 12

able , the basic model described herein is sufficient to understand

the phenomena of permeable membrane mass transfer to the degree required for

this feasibility study. The mass transfer equations for the activated diffusion

model are developed for both transient and steady state operation for an

Isotropic solid with an external penetrant which Is in the gaseous state for

free stream conditions outside the solid material.

ACTIVATED DIFFUSION MODEL

The activated diffusion model considers the overall mass transfer process,

that is,permeation, to consist of a three-step process. Although the net trans-

fer is the statistical result of the behavior of gas molecules in the system,

this discussion will consider only the net effects. For a membrane wall with

the same gas on either side at identical temperatures yet at different pres-

sures (and therefore, concentrations), the mass transfer occurs in the following

manner: First, gas molecules from the high pressure free stream dissolve in

the surface of the membrane material, secondly, these molecules then diffuse

through the polymer to the opposite surface, then finally, at the low pres-

sure surface, the molecules come out of solution and again enter free stream,

this time on the low pressure side of the membrane. In order to clearly under-

stand gas permeation then, this discussion must consider both as desolving and

subsequent outgasing at the surfaces, that is, gas solubility, and the dif-

fusion process within the solid. In general, these processes are functions of

the chemical and physical nature of both the gases and the polymer and external

factors of temperature, pressure and concentration of the gas. The diffusion

process In this model considers the actual molecular transfer through the poly-

mer to depend on the formation of "holes" in the polymeric network due Lo ther-

mal agitation of the polymer chain segments.
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The diffusional driving force for transfer can be shown to be equal to the

chemical potential gradient across the membrane polymer. For infinitely dilute

solutions of the gas penetrant in the polymer, the chemical potential gradient

is directly proportional to the concentration gradient. Thus, the mass flux

of the gas through a unit su-face area normal. to the direction of mass flow can

be expressed similarly to Fourier's expression for the flux of heat through a

surface. The resultant expression is known as Fick's first law of diffusion.
k(

J - (C/X) (A-1)

where: J = mass flux

C = gas concentration in polymer

X = space coordinate

D = diffusion coefficient

Fick's first law of diffusion states that the steady state mass flow through a

unit area normal to the direction of flow is directly proportional to the gra-

dient of the concentration but in the opposite direction.

For a steady state mass transfer through two unit surfac-1 areas normal to

the mass flux, separated by a small but finite distance AX (Delta X), the flux

for an isotropic material with a constant diffusion coefficient may be written

as:

J = -D(AC/AX) (A-2)

where: AC = the difference between concentrations between the two unit surface

areas

The steady state mass flow for any given surface area may then be expressed as:

Q = -DA(AC/AX) (A-3)

where: Q = mass transfer rate

A = surface area normal to mass transfer

A unidirectional flow over the volume element bounded by two unit areas

normel to the directional flow and separated by a small but finite distance has

a cApacity for mass storage with time. If the diffusion coeff~cient is assumed

to be independent of time and concentration, and the materidi is isotropic to
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diffusion, showing no dependence of the diffusion coefficient to spatial

location, a Taylor's expansion of the concentration gradient at each of the unit

surface areas may be made. The rate of mass storage may also be expressed in

terms of the t;me rate of change of the average' concentration of the volume

element. In the limit, as the distance between the unit normal areas is reduced

to zero, the following equation results:

X2

where: t = time

This is known as Fick's second law of diffusion and describes the fundamental

transient relationship for a constant diffusion coefficient in an isotropic

polymer. Since experimental data taken on this program have shown the transient

times to be extremely short, and the quantity of mass actually stored small, no

further consideration of transient response will be discussed.

Equilibrium solubility of a gaseous penetrant In a polymer for sufficiently

low gaseous concentrations can be related to the partial pressure of the gas by

Henry's law.

C = SP (A-5)

where: P = free stream gas partial pressure

S = solubility coefficient

If Henry's law is assumed to hold true throughout the operating range and

the solubility coefficient at a given temperature Is a function only of the

polymer, the gas and their interaction, the gas concentration in membrane sur-

faces under equilibrium conditions can be established. For the F,'eviously dis-

cussed model of a permeable membrane separating a gas at two different pressures

at the same temperature, the equilibrium concentrations of the gas in each sur-

face of the membrane may now be established as follows:

C. = SPI (A-6)

C2  = SP2  (A-7)

Where condition 1 describes the high pressure gas/polymer interface equiliorium

and condition 2 describes the low pressure gas/polymer interface equilibrium.
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Since these concxntrations, separated by a small finite distance, form the
driving force for diffusion, the steady state mass transfer for these concen-

trations may be written for a finite thickness and surface area normal to the

mass flow as follows:

-DA(CI-C 2 )

,AX (A-8) 

Substituting the values of concentrations in terms of the equilibrium solubility

coefficients described above, the expression for mass transfer through the

polymer may be written in terms of the free stream partial pressures as:

* -DSA(P 1-P 2)

AX(A9

The mass flow rate through the polymer at steady state conditions must equal the

free stream mass flow rate frcm opposite sides of the polymeric membrane. The

product of the diffusion and solubility coefficients is defined as the per-

meability coefficient, thus, the net free stream steady state mass transfer

rate may be conveniently expressed as:

TPA (P-P 2 )

where: TP= permeability coefficient (-DXS)

Or, when several gases are present the relationship may be expressed as:

1 1' A(P.-P2 )Qi = -- - - (A-11)
AX

Where the subscript i denotes the ihh gas, that is, the mass transfer rate is

proportional to the partial pressure driving foice across the membrane wall for

the ith gas as proportioned by the ith permeability coefficient.

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE

Although the permeability coefficients may in general be a function of

temperature, gas concentration, position, and time, the materials selected for

this study generally exhibit significant permeability coefficient dependence

only on temperature. For many malerials, there is some violation of Henry's

law, that is, solubility actually varies somewhat v, Lh both concentration and

total pressure. The major problems with diffusion occut for materials wihich
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exhibit "swelling" with exposure to certain penetrants causing the diffusion

coefficient to vary greatly with increasing concentrations. Fortunately,

experiments with pominrs of the type considered for this study, using atmos-

pheric gases, indicate that the use of permeability coufficients depend only

on temperature are of sufficient accuracy for the purpose of this feasibility

study.

Temperature dependence of diffusion and solubility coefficients over suf-

ficiently small ranges for the polymeric materials and penetrant gases con-

sidered in this study can generally be expressed by Arrhenius relationships.

= DO  (A-12)

S So (A-13)

where: Do,So = frequency factors (constants) for diffusion and solubility
respectively

ED = diffusion activation energy
DAH = heat of solution

R = gas constant
T = absolute temperature

e = base of a Naperlan Log System (2.718...)

Since the permeability coefficient is defined as the product of the diffusion

and solubility coefficients, the permeability coefficients temperature depen-

dence may also be expressed by an Arrhenius relationship as:

IP =1P e (A-14)0

where: 1Po = frequency factor constant for permeability (D0 X S )

Ep = pseudo activation energy

Since both solubility and diffusion coefficients, and therefore the per-
meability coefficients, are functions of temperature, the above expression is

useful to estimate permeability coefficients at other temperatures over a limited

range, however, solutions for the constants require permeability data be taken

at least at two different temperatures. Fortunately, the diffusivity usually
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increases and the solubility usually decreases with increasing temperature,

thus mitigating some of the temperature dependence of the permeability

coefficient.
PERP " MNCE LIMIT

In addition to the equations relating to membrane mass transfer ratio, it

is useful to develop an equation to establish the theoretical minimum reduction

In oxygen conceiitration that can be achieved for a given gas mixture/polymer

system. In physical terms, the transfer rates across the membrane wall for

each gas In the system is dependent upon the local values of partial pressure

for the gases on each side of the membrane wall. If a gas is constrained to

flow along a membrane wall without access to an infinite source of gas at the

original composition (such is the case in a long.tube), the local concentratio

of that gas sample will tend to change with time, as it passes along the mem-

brane wall as a result of the relative rates of permeation of each gas species

from the sample through the wail. These rate, are in proportion to the per-

meability coefficient and the locai partial pressure driving force. In the

case of air under pressure in a hullcw fiber, the initial tendency is to trans-

fer oxygen and nitr3gen throt'qh the membrane, but the proportion of oxygen in

the pemeated gas exceeds the proportion of oxygen in the air flow along the

tube. As a result of this depletion of oxygen from the original air sample, the

driving force for additional oxygen transfer drops as the air proceeds aiong the

tube. If the velocities are low, the pressure drop is also l.w a.,d the nitrogen

driving force will tend to increase.

As the air remaining in the original sample element flo;,, along the tube,

the proportion of oxygen in the permeating gas continues to Jecreae. At the

theoretical limit, its oxygen concentration approaches the oxygen concentration

of the gas remaining in the sampl co'ntinuing down the tube. From that Doin,

further tube iength will only tend to reduce the flow rate dovr, the tube (due

to gas lost in permeation) but wil! not further decrease the oxygen concentration.

The Qenerai form of the mass transfer equation, as show.n as equation (A-Il)

can be'written for an oxygen/nitrogen two-gas system as

V A AO 
(A-15)
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and

"WPA L~P

4N = (A-6)

where the subscrlps 0 and N denote oxygen and nitrogen, respectively.

At the limiting concentration, as discussed above:

(4-0 ConCO PO
o- f (A-17)

4:'N " Fonc

where P0 and PN are the tube side oxygen and nitrogen partial pressures, respec-

tively. If the oxygen concentration of the remaining gas sample is denoted by

the symbol c , where:

C PO (A-18)c PO + P N

and the ratio of the permeability coefficients for oxygen and nitrogen defined

by the symbollPr where:

IP - o (A-19)
' N

an expression for the limiting value of c may be derived. By substituting the

definitions of total pressures as the sum of partial pressures, and the tube

partial pressures as a sum of the permeant side partial pressure plus the driving

force partial pressure for each gas, the following relationship is found to

exist as the theoretical minimum oxygen concentration.

p [c'1-c
c' (I-) lPr - (1-c')]

P- c - (A-20)r c[ ( -c )P

where P = tube side total pressure

P' = shell side total pressure

c' = shell side oxygen concentration

The solution of the above expression for c, the tube side limiting oxygen

concentration, results in a quadradic equation. The meaningful root may be

expressed as follows:

-Y- c2  4XZ (A-21)
2X

A- 7
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whore: X =P (-r 1)

Z = c' Pr P'

Y = (c'-l) P' -X-Z

A solution may also be determined In terms of the pressure ratio P/P', but

the form given above has been found to be most useful in the analysis considered

in the feasibility study.

The importance of equation (A-21) can be seen in a simple expression for

theoretical inert gas concentration limits expressed in terms of only the gas

total pressures (or pressure ratio), the permeability coefficient ratios for

oxygen and nitrogen, and the oxygen concentration on the shell sidc of the

concentrator.

As a numerical example, consider tube side air at 65 psia and shell side

air at 15 psia. To evaluate the minimum oxygen concentration to which the air

may be processed for ;deal conditions for a material exhibitina a permeability

coeff!cient to oxygen four times that to nitrogen, the following results:

X = 65 x (4-1)
= 195.00

Z = 0.21 x 4 x 15

= 12.60

Y = (0.21-1.00) x 15 - 195 - 12.60

= -219.45

c 0.061 (6.1% oxygen by volume)

.. i
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APPENDIX B

TEST MODULE CHARACTERISTICS

During the second phase of the program, permeable membrane hollow fibers

'f the required size were prepared and two test modules were constructed.
These modules are identified as the small spiral wrapped module and the large

scale parallel fiber module. The folluwing configuration data were supplied

with these test units.

TABLE B-1

SMALL SPIRAL WRAPPED TEST MODULE CONFIGURATION J
MFMBRANE POLYMER: POLYMETHYL PEKTENt I

IOMINAL FIBER DIAMETER (OUTSIDE/INSIDE): 75,/5si

NP4INAL WALL THICKNESS: 114I

AVERAGE ACTIVE FIBER LENG5H: 14 IN.

AVERAGE TOTAL FIBER LENGTH: 15 IN.

NUMBER 0"' FIBERS: 16,000

')OG-MLAN SURFACE AREA: 12.2 FT2

TUBE-SHEET MATERIAL: POLYURETHANE RESIN

CASE MATERIAL: POLYCARBONATE

SODULE TYPE: PERMANENTLY BONDED

B-i 'f B-2
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TABLE 8-2

LARGE SCALE PARALLEL FIBER MODULE CONFIGURATION

MEMBRANE POLYMER: POLYMETHYL PENTENE

NOMINAL FIBER DINETER (OUrSIDE/INSIDE): 721/5o,

NOMINAL WALL THICKNESS: 9L,

ACTIVE FIBER LENGTH: 50 IN

TOTAL FIBER LENGTH: 56 IN.

NUMBER OF FIBERS: 965,000

LOG-MEAN SURFACE AREA: 2590 FT2

TUBE SHEET MATERIAL: DOW ADHESIVE DIR 321

CASE MATERIAL: FILAMENT WOUND EPOXY-FIBERGLAS

MODULE TYPE: REMOVABLE MEMBRANE INSERT

Photographs of the modules are included ;n Seccion 3 of the body of the

report. Data presented in the tables ar6 determined by various test methods.

While ti.,e accuracy of the fiber geometry and count is not known, use of the

value in this appendix produces resu!ts within the ronge of those of earlier

polymethyl pentene experimenters. However certain of the ccnflusions drawn

from the Section 3 best data indicate that the large scale pulieth'l per tene

surface area or thickness may be slightly in error.

I...
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APPENDIX C

1 1000 HOUR DEGkADATION CHECK

TEST DATA

Data taken during the small spiral wrap test module's 1000 hour degrada-

tion check are presented In Table C-I.

The data show outlet oxygen concentration as a function of outlet f~ow

.Y rate taken at approximately 250 hour test intervals. Between these perfor-

mance profile measurement tests, data for continuous oper-itlon were con-

tinuously recorded on a strip chart. The data sheets show the maximum and

minimum values for each of the parameters during the 250 hour steady state

operating periods. A more complete discussior of the data is found in

Section 3 of this report.

The test gas on the bleed air side (tube-side) of the test module was

laboratory air, filtered to remove particulate c:)ntaminaton. Nitrogen gas

was used as the test fluid on the ram air side (shell-side) to allow the

outlet oxygen concentrat:on to vary between ambient and inert conditions.

The use of air as the ram air wnrking fluid would not permit a wide range

of oxygen concentraL.on to be aciieved in the bleed r outlet flow due to

the 5 psid llmi Imposed by the test module as discussed in Sertion 3.

The following data columns are for table C-I.

0 Test date - the calendar date (month-day-year) on which the data

point was recorded (or in the ca,,e 'IC the d-L. taken betw.een

profile tests, the range of dates is separated by a (I).

0 T (°F) - the isothermal test temperatire. measured at the bleed

air outlet port.
" P0 (Dsia) - the bleed air side ooer,:tino Lressure measured at

the bleed air inlet port (negligible oressure loss)

0 PR (psia) - the ram air -ide (nitrogen) pressure

* 0 i IN (lb/hr) - the bleed air mass ilow rate measured at the air

separator module's tube side bleed air Inlet oort t

* OUT (lb/hr) - the bleed air mass flow rate measLed at t.he air

separator module's tube side blee'.d air outlet port (the processed

-as)

* PI IN (Ib/hr) the inlet nitroger' flow rate to the shell side
R

of the module

---- C-I of C-5
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0 02 IN (percent) -the oxygen concentration (percent of volume) In

the laboratory air used as a test 'gas

* 0 B OUT (percent) -the oxygen concentrat ion measured In the

processed air at the bleed air outlet port
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APPENDIX D

SINGLE GAS PERMEATION
TEST DATA

The single gas permeation test data, discussed in Section 3 of the report

are oresented In sunvarv form in Table D-I of this aooendlx. The data pre-
sented In this table consist of all single gas permeation data taken sub-sequent to the repair of the large scale module's 0-ring seals as discussed

in Section 3.

The data of Table D-1 were taken from the laboratory test data sheets and

include the basic measurement data and resultant calculated values required

to establish values of apparent permeability coefficient. The apparent per-

meability coefficient is evaluated by solving equation (A-11) of Appendix A

for the permeability coefficient. Since a singie gas system is tested, partial

pressures are the measured total pressures and equation (A-11) may be rewritten

as:

where IP = experime.'tally measured permeability coefficient

th = tube wall thickness

A = log mean membrane surface area

Q = measured flow rate

AP = pressure driving potential

The resultant value of permeability coefficient dete-'ined by this test

method is denoted as "apparent permeability coefficient" because of the influ-

.mice of other factors. Most significant are the leakage and geometry uncer-

tainties.

A simplified t-st schematic is shown as Figure D.1. During testing, both

the high pressure tube side (bleed air side) flow rate AMB, and the low pressure

shell side (ram air side) flow rate AR, were recorded. The ram air side meas-

ured flow rate used In the calculation of apparent permeability -oefficienr

from equation (0-1) includes all internail leakage through fibers damaged in

assembly, tube-sheet voids and seal leakages. An additional source of error

in the calculatlon of the apparent permeabll:ty coefficient resulted from

D-1 of D-13
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uncertdinties in the test unit's geometry. The log mean surface area and

nominal wall thickness used in the calculation is based on the mean values of

tube inside and outside diameter supplied by the manufacturer (see Appendix B).

The following data columns are on Table C-1:

0 Test Date - the calendar date (month-day-year) on which the test

point was conducted.

0 Test Time (Hr:Min) - The time of day at which the data were recorded.

This provides an indication of stabilization time by comparison to

the preceeding data point and a correlation to the originai laboratory

test data sheet.
* Test Gas - Either oxygen (02) or nitrogen (N2)

IJ

STR OUT (OF) - Each data point was conducted in a temperature stabi-

lized enclosure with temperature conditioned gas. This is the tem-

perature of the ram outlet gas and within ±20 F of all other tempera-

tures recorded at the time of test.

P PB IN (psig) - The nominal test pressure. This value is measured

at the inlet to the bleed air side.

* B (psig) - The arithemetic mean pressure on the bleed air side.

0 R (psig) - The arithemetic mean pressure on tFhe ram air sid.'R

SMR (lb/hr) - The apparent permeant rate measured at the ram air outlet.

0 MR/ AP - The ratio of the apparent permeant rate to the mean driving

force.

9J B IN (lb/hr) - The apparent permeant rate measured at the bleee
B

air inlet.

* Flow Balance Error (percent) - The deviation of MB IN from MR OUT.

S Apparent Permeability Coefficient - Calculated value based on test

measurements and geometry from Appendix B.

A test equipment list of instrumentation used for the testing of the large

scale parallel fiber air separation module is shown as Table D-2. This table

is applicable to the test data of Appendicies D, E and F.
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APPENDIX E

AIR SEPARATION
TEST DATA

Data taken during the air .eparation tests are summarized in Tahl E-1. The

data In this appendix are for the time period following the reDair of the 0-rina

seal leakage noted during the early stages of the test program (see Section 3).

Table E-1 data summary sheet include measured data and calculations

based on these measurements. In addition, the Iterative digital computer

program used to optimize material selection and as an aid in system design

has been used to predict the performance based on measured pressures and the

experimental values of apparent permeability coefficients determined during

the single gas permeation tests. The values of apparent permeability coeffi-

cient used for the calculation are taken from Figures 3-3C and 3-37 of Sec-

tion 3. A simplified test schematic is shown as Figure E-1.

During testing, critical pressure, temperature, flow rate and concentra-

tion data were recorded. Flow measurements were examined for mass balance

closure. Resultant closure balance errors are noted. The output flow range

was selected to experimentally determine the resultant output oxygen concentra-

tion from near ambient (21 percent) down into the inert range (9 percent).
The following data columns are for Table E-l:

* Test Date.- the calendar date (month-day-year) on which the test

point was recorded.

* Test Time (Hr:Min) - The time of day at which the data were recorded.

This provides a record of stabilization time by comparison to the

preceeding data point and a correlation to the original laboratory

test data sheet.

* TB OUT (OF) - Each data point was conducted in a temperature stabi-

lized enclosure with temperature conditioned gas. This is the

temperature of the bleed outlet flow (the inert gas port) and within

±20F of all other temperatures recorded at the time of test.

* P8 IN (psig) - The nominal bleed aie test pressure.

* "PB (psig) - The arithmetic mean pressure on the bleed air side.

P R IN (psig) - The arithmetic mean pressure on the ram air side.
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U IN- The bleed air requiremenu measured at the inlet to the bleed

air side.

M* OUT - The output flow rate of the unit. This is measured at theB

bleed air outlet port (the inert-gas port).

* MR IN - The ram air inlet flow used to sweep the low pressure side.

M OUT - The exhaust flow at the ram air outlet port. This is a

combined flow consisting of the ram air inlet flow and the gas per-

meated through the membrane from the bleed air side.

0 02 B, R IN (percent) - The measured oxygen concentration at the
42

bleed and ram inlet ports.
0 Measured 0 B OUT (pe.rcent) - The measured oxygen concentration in

2

the output air.
S 0 ROUT (percent) - The measured oxygen concentration in the ram

exhaust ai..

* Flow Balance Error (percent) - The density of the measured MR OUT

R4
from the measured MR IN + permeant gas (MB N -! B OUT).

* Computed 02 B OUT (percent) - The predicted value of 02 B OUT ba.;ed

on the forward difference digital computer program.

Sample output from the digital computer program used to predict the

results of the air separation tests (computed 02 B OUT - percent) is shown

as Figure E-2. The data from March 12, 1974 at 12:25 have been used as an

example. The arithmetic mean bleed side and ram side pressures of 49.25 psig

and 0.79 psig respectively, are u'sed as input data as are the tube inside

diameter and wall thickness and number of tubes from Appendix B. Values of

the apparent permeability coefficients for the 59.20F test temperatures are

as determined in Section 3 from the experimental single gas permeability test

data summarized in Appendix D.

The theoretical minimum oxygen concentration limit as defined in Appendix

A has been calsulated as 8.19 percent for the input information.

Next, the membrane separation profile as a function of active tube length

is shown. The sare; . output shows the tube length segmented into 25 finite

E-4
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(2 Inch) elements. (The computed data in Table E-1 are from 100 elements

analysis). The "profile" of the bleed air Is tabulated over the active

length of the fibers. The output notes the conditions of the nitrogen

enriched air at each of the 26 nodes, and the conditions of the oxygen

evidenced permeant gas between each node.
The tube length at each node is tabulated in both physical dimensions

(inches) and in terms of the percent of active length. tt each node, the

bleed air mass flow rate (in both absolute units and as a percent of bleed

air inlet) the velocity, and the oxygen concentration is tabulated. The oxygen

enriched air permeating between the nodes is also tabulated. The parameters

tabulated are the rate of bleed air permeation between adjacent nodes, the

percent of the original inlet bleed air flow rate this represents, and the

oxygen concentration of the permeant gas.

, Finally, the permeant flow is summarized and the physical characteristics

of log-mean surface area, aggregate tube cross sectional area (based on out-
side diameter) and the weight of the fiber in the active length are noted.

A comparison of the bleed air profile of the computer output sheet with
the test data summary sheet shows the two remainder of the fixed input data.

The experimentally measured bleed air outlet flow rate of 1.005 lb/min and

the air inlet concentration of 20.9 percent oxygen are seen to be the bleed

air outlet flow and air inlet concentration of the tabulated profile. The

experimentally meavured bleed air outlet concentration of 8.3 percent oxygen

is closely predicted by the calculated outlet concentration of 8.66 percent.

Since, for test conditijns, the bleed air's nitrogen content has been enriched

to a value near the theoretical limit, a considerable fraction of the bleed

air entering the test module leaves as permeant gas. The inlet flow required

was measured as 9.95 lb/hr. The computed value is about 5 percent higher.

E-5
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APPENDIX F

PRE-REPAIR TEST DATA

Data taken prior to repairing the large scale test module are presented in

this appendix. This early data showed poor repeatability of experimentally

measured value of apparent permeability coefficient due to an "10-ring" seal

ieakage problem which tended to vary internal leakages. Because of

this difficulty, the early single gas permeation test data, included as

Table F-1, have not been considered In the evaluation of apparent permeability

coefficient. The air separator test data of Table F-2 are considered in the

discussion of Section 3 only to a limited extent.

The pre-repair single gas perneation tests and air separation tests

t.bular data summaries of this appendix are organized ir the same formats

as the later data presented in Appendixes D and E respectively,
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